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Abstract
This thesis focuses on determining the cost of customization for different components or
groups of components of a car. It offers a methodology to estimate the manufacturing
cost of a complex system such as a car. This methodology includes specific
consideration of how costs change as customized variants of each component or grouping
of parts are included. The central conclusion of the thesis is some recommendations for
the automakers when they are facing customization decisions.
The automotive industry has reached a mature state, as is evidenced by its growth and by
the nature of competition and industry consolidation. Consumers are no longer satisfied
with the models that are not individualized and demand a greater variety and
individuality. Consequently the automakers are moving towards custom-made cars by
customizing the shape and style of components; and this at a certain price. While product
variety enables the firm to charge higher prices, automotive customization means also
producing at lower production volumes, thereby increasing manufacturing costs and
eroding profits.
Understanding the cost of customization depends heavily on component cost structures. It
is considered that this cost is equal to the difference between the price of a baseline and
customized product. A methodology, called Systems Cost Modeling (SCM), is
developed in the thesis to build cost structures when estimates for a large number of
components have to be considered. After gathering detailed empirical data and
considering the eventual changes in the processing conditions of all parts due to
customization, the tooling and equipment investment as well as the labor and energy cost
are estimated for both the standard and customized car. After determining the drivers of
the customization cost, a sensitivity analysis is done to understand the variations of this
cost under different operating conditions. Finally these results explain that the cost of
customization is very sensitive to part and process characteristics.
Thesis supervisor: Richard Roth
Thesis Supervisor's Title: Director, Materials Systems Laboratory
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background of the automotive industry
1.1.1 The state of the U.S automotive industry
The global automotive light vehicle assembly grew by 2% in 2004, to a total of
1,082,374 units [1] (1,061,735 units in 2003). However, this growth was anything but
uniform across regions. Positive contributors included East Europe and Asia Pacific,
which increased 4%. Negative contributors to growth included North America, off 2%
and West Europe, down a slight 0.2%.
r-1 Emerging markets
r"- Triad
1 00%= 48.3 54.4 62 68 Mions of
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65 61~
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Figure 1-1: New vehicle sales in triad versus the rest of the world
(Source: Automotive News McKinsey)
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In any of the Triad regions (Western Europe, Japan and the US) Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) have been facing a mature market for the past 10 years, with
stagnant demand, product proliferation and stiff price competition. A flat demand is
aggravated by increased competition in the product market. During the past two decades,
most OEMs have invested heavily in plants outside their home base to better reach local
consumers. As a result, market shares of incumbent players have become thinner. In the
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US, domestic automakers have lost more 20% market share to Japanese and Korean
automakers in the past two decades (see figure 1-2 for the trend). In 2003 North
American carmakers accounted for 75 percent of the business of their North American
suppliers, which now plan to reduce that level to less than 60 percent by 2008. European
OEMs have experienced a similar trend, although ameliorated by the stricter regulations
on the participation of Japanese OEMs that were in place until recently. Sales growth is
now coming from developing regions, with South America, India, China and Eastern
Europe leading this trend (see figure 1-1). To summarize, three factors are putting
pressure on the OEMS:
- Increasing heterogeneity in the targeted market place
- Wider income distribution within the market
- Slower growth within the market.
Figure 1-2: Distribution of customers (actual vs. planned) for North American auto suppliers, %
European OEMs, 7% F- -
~~ | E~European OEMs, 12%
2003 2008 (planned)
Faced with this changing face of competition in the automotive industry, the automakers
have tried to reduce drastically development and manufacturing costs to remain
competitive. Consequently they have for decades attempted to develop and produce
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"world cars" for the mass market that can be sold around the world with only minimal
modifications. This strategy would result in tremendous economies of scale for the
automotive industry. Despite the substantial benefits that could be gained from such
products, past attempts at world cars have been failures. For example during the 1990's,
three noticeable attempts were made at producing a world car. Honda made an attempt
with its Accord model, Ford with its Mondeo/Contour models, and General Motors with
its Cadillac Catera/Opel Omega models. All three of these models fell far short of their
goals of achieving global success in the European, North American, and Asian markets
for many reasons. The major theme in the failures of these world cars is the trade-offs in
their development that were needed to satisfy the disparate preferences of the consumers
in these different geographic markets. Here is a list of the failures:
* Different tastes:
Even in our increasingly globalized world, significant differences in tastes in automobiles
still exist between the people in the different geographic markets. Among these
differences in tastes are preferences in automobile size, design, and aesthetics. The most
noticeable reason for failure of the world cars of the 1990's was the interior size of the
cockpits of these automobiles. For example, the Ford Mondeo/Contour was well
accepted in the European market, while the North American market found the interior of
this automobile too cramped leading to its failure in this market. Another taste disparity
between the North American and European markets exists in material preference for
automobile construction. Both Europeans and Americans perceive an automobile
construction of steel panels to be of superior construction to automobiles constructed of
plastic panels. However Americans are more willing to accept plastic panels, while
Europeans insist on steel. Consequently plastic construction is a growing trend in North
America for cost and performance reasons. This taste discrepancy created issues for the
GM subsidiary Saturn in its attempt to launch a world car during the late 1990's.
· Different infrastructures and economics:
The disparities in the infrastructures present in the different regions of the world create
another challenge for the success of a world car. For example, a major hurdle in
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developing a world car that will satisfy the preferences of consumers in North America
and Asia is created by the differences in the road infrastructures between these two
regions. North Americans prefer large roomy cars as opposed to Asians who prefer a car
small enough to squeeze through their crowded city streets. Honda designed its Accord
model to meet the large car preference of the North American market, which led to its
demise in Asia. Economics create another major challenge in developing a world car.
For example, the disparities in the price of gasoline in the different regions of the world
create another major hurdle. Europeans are obsessed with fuel economy in contrast to
Americans who for the most part are more concerned about acceleration and
performance.
* Different rules and regulations
Safety and emissions regulations vary significantly across national markets. In less
developed countries such as those of Southeast Asia, regulations are more lax compared
with the developed countries of Europe and North America. Even between Europe and
North America, significant differences exist in safety and emissions regulations. As a
consequence of these discrepancies, automotive OEMs have found tailoring their
products to the specific requirements of these markets to be the most cost effective way
to compete.
These failures show that today many influential factors affect decisions made in the
automotive world. Consumer preferences determine the current styles, reliability, and
performance standards of vehicles. Government trade, safety, and environmental
regulations establish incentives and requirements for modernization and change in design
or production.
1.1.2 The era of customization
As seen in the previous paragraph all automakers are under pressure to identify consumer
preferences, national biases, and new market segments where they can sell vehicles and
gain market share. As many markets become saturated, automakers tend to fracture the
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large mass automotive markets into smaller "niche" markets. They are trying to match
their product to the particular customers' needs. To make customers feel special, they are
moving towards custom-made cars by customizing the shape and style of components.
This trend toward customization not only affects the automobile industry but also some
other industries. For example, a mobile telephone manufacturer aware of the mass
customization potential allows the customers to define their own shape of the telephone
and the materials to be used for its production, adjust the shape and size of the keys,
select the color of display illumination and choose optional telephone functionality, such
as voice dialing. So just as consumers purchase such items as sandwiches, jeans, sofas
and computers made-to-order, they expect to have the possibility to individually define a
car to be purchased on the basis of a set of available engine types, transmission
mechanism types, security device types, sunroofs of adjustable dimensions, seat types
with a set of different seating surfaces materials in various colors, and others.
To a small extent, the customization effort is more and more intense in the auto industry.
For every combination of make and model (e.g. Honda Accord, Toyota Camry), there is
a variety of body type (e.g. convertible, coupe, hatchback, sport utility), doors (e.g. 2
door, 4 door, 4D Ext Cab), trim level (for Honda Accord, e.g. DX, EX, LX etc.), drive
train type (e.g. 2WD, 4WD), transmission type (automatic, manual), cylinders (e.g. 4 Cyl,
6 Cyl), displacement (e.g. 3.0 liters,3.3 liters). In addition some companies like
Mercedes, BMW and Porsche offer a variety of custom interior choices in European
vehicles. Another example is the 2005 Audi A8, which will offer exclusive, luxury trim
packages that feature more unique color choices and wood trims for roughly an extra
$10,000 [2]. The options offered in a customized car concern not only the auto interior
but sometimes also the engine. For example Perkins, a world-leader in the production of
purpose-built diesel engines offers seven engines, each of which can be modified to fit
customer requirements. The customer can modify oil filters and coolers, manifolds,
alternators, flywheel housings, flywheels, oil pumps, fans and extensions, fan drives,
exhaust outlets, starter motors, etc. [3]
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Today, the Internet opens new channels for customization; indeed many automobile
manufacturers have websites that allow users to "build your own" car. In addition to
being able to simply view a particular model, a user could choose various packages and
get updated information on pricing as options are selected. For example for the small car
segment, the sites of Chevrolet, Honda, Nissan, and Toyota [4], contained customizable
sections entitled "build your own" or "customize". The customization process typically
consists of the following steps:
- Select a model
- Select an exterior color
- Select an interior color
- Select packages and options.
All these examples of customization show that today consumers have compelled the
automotive industry to 'rethink' its strategy on the production of automobiles. As shown
in figure 1-3, the customization process starts from the customer preferences and then
implies some production modifications.
Customer
Satisfaction
Functionality Technical Cost
Feasibility
Figure 1-3: The customization process- from the customer preferences to the manufacturing
variations
A product is characterized by a set of design parameters (noted D), which suppose to
meet certain customer needs characterized by a set of functional requirements (noted as
F). The manufacturing process can be characterized by a set of process variables (noted
as P). A customized product is the result of making changes to F, D and P. A
14
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customization requirement, AF is manifested by the customer's choice of customizable
functional features. The customer-perceived value of each customization requirement
indicated customer satisfaction in the customer domain and can be measured as a utility,
U(AF). To deliver the expected AF, the product needs to be modified to a certain extent,
resulting in some design changes, AD. Similarly the manufacturing process needs to be
adjusted (e.g. different set-ups, tool modification) referred to as process variations, AP,
representing the costs of fulfilling the customization. As a result, the customization
decisions depend on the justification of cost-effectiveness around two pillars: the added
value of customer satisfaction and the costs of customization.
1.2 Manufacturing costing in the automotive industry
1.2.1 The pressure for manufacturing costing in the automotive
industry
Over the last couple of decades the increasing competition in most markets has increased
the cost pressure for most firms. As a result costing approaches have been developed to
reflect these changes and to support manufacturing managers to quickly make production
decision making. First some "scientific management techniques" attempted to relate
labor and operations' time measurement and work schedule controls to financial and cost
controls. Then different costing approaches have emerged from rules of thumb or
generally accepted accounting principles to process based cost models. These models
estimate the cost of production by analyzing the various cost components of a production
process. They aim at finding and specifying the relationship between product features,
process characteristics, production conditions and cost. Managers, academia, and the
trade press are all seeking new approaches which provide a more valid and accurate
definition of manufacturing costs and a sound basis for product cost engineering and
production estimating. Many articles [6] have been written which criticize past and
present methods. While the initial methods were rather crude and served mainly to
provide rough orders of magnitude, the recent ones become more and more accurate and
thus can be largely used by managers for projecting the impacts of production decisions
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before critical financial resources are committed. The automotive industry is an example
of market, where the automakers have to control their cost for surviving in the
competitive environment. Customers will not accept higher prices, so price reductions
within the automotive industry have become a norm and OEMs recognize the need to be
low cost producers. Manufacturing an automobile is extremely complex, and decision
makers have to evaluate design alternatives based on technical and non-technical
performance. Projections of performance and cost can be highly uncertain, especially for
technologies that are substantially different from current vehicle technologies and for
those that are in a fairly early stage of development. Consequently these costing
approaches are needed in the automotive industry to draw some preliminary conclusions,
to identify the cost drivers, and to obtain a rough idea of what might be on the future
automobile market.
1.2.2 The cost of customization
Although customization increases the customer satisfaction, it challenges the ability to
maintain the cost of the product, thereby to offer a competitive product. Given the
competitive environment of the auto industry, the OEMs should seriously evaluate the
profitability of offering customized products and analyze the trade-offs between the
benefits and the drawbacks of customization.
The benefits of the customization are easily perceived: customer satisfaction and market
share increases. Some studies have identified customization as a means of improving
customer satisfaction [7]. It is said that there is a growing demand for customized
products and they are perceived as a status symbol [8]. Consumers are willing to pay a
premium for customization to reflect the added value of customer satisfaction due to an
individualized solution, i.e. the increment of utility customers gain from a product that
better fits their needs than the best standard product attainable [9]. Thus sellers can price
discriminatorily and charge a price premium since personalized product features better
comply with buyers' tastes. As a result of this price discrimination, the company's
profits should increase.
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However, when a company starts customization, typically its variety of products
increases, batch sizes and production volumes become smaller. Figure 1-4 illustrates the
economics of production.
Figure 1-4: Economics of production
The graph on the left of figure 1-4 highlights the break-even production volume. Beyond
this specific volume, manufacturing a product is profitable because the potential revenues
are superior to the production costs. The high production volume is sufficient to defray
the costs of investment in equipment, tooling, engineering and others. By expanding
their scale of production in the long run, the company can clearly exploit cost advantages.
The effect of economies of scalel is to reduce the long run unit costs of production over a
range of output. These lower costs represent an improvement in productive efficiency
and can feed through to consumers in lower prices. On the other hand, in low to medium
volume production where production quantity can not justify the investment, sellers can
By definition economies of scale are the cost advantages due to the fact that the firm's long run average
cost curve slopes downward as the scale of the operations expands.
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no longer benefit from economies of scale and as such unit costs may significantly
escalate. Moreover in low volume production batch sizes are smaller; manufacturing
smaller batch sizes means typically more set-ups and changeovers. Ancillary costs are
incurred every time a machine is set up or changed over. Some additional costs may also
occur due to increased inventories or the use of specific equipments or tooling. Thus
customizing a product adds some ancillary costs such as additional set-up expenses, new
tools purchasing, etc., so the production curve shifts upward as it is shown on the graph
on the right of figure 1-4. In addition the price that customers are willing to pay for the
variants goes up because they grant a premium for variety. Consequently the new break-
even production volume shifts (see figure 1-4). Since customization implies reducing the
production volume, the manufacturers would expect that the break-even volume of the
customized product is lower than the one for the standard product. However it is not
always the case as it is shown in figure 1-5.
Figure 1-5: Dilemma with customization - the added value of customer vs. the cost of customization
If the customers think that the variants don't match with their needs, they will not grant
so much interest. In the case of the right graph, the premium is not high enough to
compensate the increase of the manufacturing cost. The break-even production volume is
higher than the one in the case of mass production. The customizable product is no
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longer profitable at low volume. Finally, these graphs show the importance of comparing
customer behavior to the incremental cost of customization.
When managers have to make strategic variety decisions, which affect the number and
scope of the variety offered to the customers, they should consider the trade-offs between
the benefits and disadvantages of customization. Not all components are customizable,
managers can offer variety only if the sales of the variants will increase the company's
profits. That means that the managerial decisions should be based on an assessment of
whether the additional revenues realized from the introduction of the new variety will be
more than the increased cost of providing it. The thesis will focus on the investigation of
direct and indirect costs of increased variety. A costing method as described in the
previous paragraph can be useful to quickly estimate the costs of introducing or reducing
variety. Such a tool will help focus the decision makers on where variety can be added
profitably and where it should be avoided.
1.3 Problem statement
As automotive companies look for ways to stay competitive in the global market place,
the concept of customization has appeared as a potential advantage. Consequently, a
better understanding of the effects of customization decisions on the economics of car
manufacturing has high leverage potential. What is needed is a method to help project
leaders and engineers manage the incremental costs of providing variety to the market,
which is mainly due to the loss of scale economy in design and production. This thesis
focuses on issues concerning manufacturing costs of customized products. In particular
this is done by developing methodologies to quantify the costs of providing variety and to
select products that incur minimum variety costs.
First, a deeper understanding of the level of customization is absolutely necessary.
Customization can be carried out with regard to fit, style, and functionality. In the case
of car customization, fit is mostly defined by the sizes and the shapes of some
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components. Style is the option to influence the aesthetic design of the car, i.e. interior
and exterior appearance. A car's functionality can be defined by its performance and
power. There are different approaches for delivering these types of customization. The
simplest type of customization allows the customer to choose options of style (colors,
fabrics) on standard products within constraints set by the manufacturer. A more
advanced form of customization examines the need of each individual customer, to
analyze his/her habits and to use this to make an individual car for each customer. This
advanced form of customization can only be accomplished when an order is placed by a
customer, for example through internet. Between these two extremes lie a variety of
approaches all of which involve matching the choices of the individual to a library of
existing options for the car. Until now customization in the auto industry has only been
developed to a limited extent. Customers choose a type of car based on performance and
power among a wide panel of cars. They then choose some packages to satisfy their style
desire. The fit customization is growing fast in the auto industry, but the main issue for
the automakers is to determine whether it is profitable or not. Indeed this type of
customization will address much more the needs of a specific customer and, thus, there is
a possibility to create additional value. However the required changes in the
manufacturing process can be complex and costly. With more than 2000 individual
components and as many as 300 sub-assemblies that perform integrated functions in the
vehicle, the manager should select the number of possible configurations and determine
the relevant level of the customization decision. The question of which costs are affected
by the decision to customize requires much closer attention. Before making the
customization decision the manager should determine based on the degree of
customization whether the manufacturing process should be entirely modified to create
the customized product, or if the production line can be adjusted to run the standard and
customized products. For example a fit customization such as making a larger seat can
require additional reinforcements on the seat structure. The customized seat may be
manufactured differently; as a result its cost may more closely resemble that of a
completely new lower volume component. On the other hand, the manufacturing process
of a seat with a leather cover is very similar to the one of a seat with a fabric cover.
However the cost analysis should go further, because substituting materials within an
20
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existing process can change yield, operating rates, tooling lives, and more. In addition it
should be examined if the equipment and tooling can be reused or not. A replacement of
the equipment or tooling adds some costs because it imposes additional set-up time on the
production line, and because the cost of investment is defrayed on a smaller production
volume. Since the variable and fixed costs of the customized product may change
significantly, the manager should estimate the incremental cost and compare it to the
benefit of customization before critical financial resources are committed.
To help managers, cost modeling approach can be used to estimate the manufacturing
cost of a customized product and to analyze its key drivers. The thesis develops first a
methodology based on a cost model framework to deal with the customization decisions.
The model merges economic analysis and technical solutions used to assess cost in the
auto components industry. In addition it takes into consideration the degree of
customization and the level of variance by attributing additional or more expansive tools
as well as time lost to increase setups. From this methodology numerous analyses can be
done and several important questions will be addressed in this work. What is the cost
difference between a standard product and one with multiple customized variants? What
drives this cost difference? Which costs are affected the most? Is this difference
dependent on the process, the geometry of the components or on other factors? The
thesis will address these questions and provide insight by looking at different scenarios of
customization. The scenarios are meant to represent the different conditions under which
a manager has to make critical customization decisions in the auto industry.
1.4 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 of this thesis outlines the methods, which can estimate the cost of increased
variety. Section 2.1 is an overview of the existing manufacturing cost methodologies,
which determine the cost of a single product given product characteristics. Section 2.2
explains the limitations of the previous methods when estimates for a large number of
components have to be considered and proposes the System Cost Modeling (SCM) as an
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alternative. Section 2.3 incorporates some major developments to the SCM to take into
consideration the eventual changes in production when a component is customized.
Chapter 3 explains the framework of the case study, which considers the introduction of
new variants in the auto industry. Section 3.1 details the baseline assumptions considered
for this particular case. Section 3.2 examines which parts or groups of parts of the car
can be considered as customizable and then defines different levels of customization that
exist for this specific car. Section 3.3 introduces some customization parameters for
every component. First the production volume of the customized component should be
determined. Then a degree of tool modification is defined for every component of the
customized product. An additional set-up time is also incorporated in the processing time
of the customized part. Section 3.4 details the different relationships considered in the
model to estimate the tooling and equipment investment of certain manufacturing
processes such as stamping, die casting and injection molding.
Chapter 4 includes the results and analyses of the case study. Section 4.1 looks at the
cost and cost drivers of the standard product; then compares the results of the standard
and customized products; discusses the costs variation when the set of manufacturing
assumptions is changing. Section 4.2 provides generalized results of the case study,
discusses the problem of customization in the auto industry, and produces some
recommendations for the automakers.
Chapter 5 lists the conclusions drawn from this work and details opportunities for
extension of this work.
Supplemental data and figures referred to in the remainder of this thesis are found in the
various appendices.
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2 Model methodology
Understanding the customization decision depends heavily on component cost structures.
The OEMs want to offer options to the customers if the premium that the customers are
willing to pay is superior to the additional cost to customize. The problem is how to
assemble cost information for all the relevant components. For an automobile this could
mean thousands of components, for which price information for the standard and
customized versions would have to be gathered. Since the customization decision is
often taken before production begins, there is little data available about the customized
product in a fairly early stage of development. The solution is to model the cost of the
components. Indeed it establishes a cost structure for all the components that takes into
consideration materials, size, required equipment and tooling, so it would allow changes
in relevant variables such as volume or production time. Disciplines as diverse as
engineering, operations management, or accounting have attacked this question from
different angle. The next two sections present the current status of these costing
techniques and analyze their advantages and disadvantages. The last section discusses a
specific methodology to address questions of customization.
2.1 Manufacturing cost modeling
The issue of manufacturing cost estimation has long been a source of concern for
managers and researchers. Several techniques have been proposed to estimate cost but a
lot of them has been criticized [10, 11]. While the initial methods were rather crude and
served mainly to provide rough orders of magnitude, the last ones are getting more and
more precise in the cost estimation.
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2.1.1 Rules of thumb
The best known techniques for evaluating the cost of manufacturing processes are simple
rules of thumb. Designers or engineers with experience with the relevant technologies
and processes usually develop rules of thumb [12]. They are often based on two of the
core cost drivers of any manufacturing activity: materials cost and cycle time. Indeed
experience in a particular industry enables experts to accurately predict the materials cost
as a share of the total cost, suggests the development of rules that are easy to understand
and provides results that are sometimes close to the actual cost of component. Processing
time combined with a burden rate can also be used to estimate part costs. However, there
are three major problems with the rule of thumb techniques. First, they rely heavily on
historical data and previous experience. Therefore they have strong limitations in
environments of rapid change in materials, technologies and customer requirements.
Second, they assume linear relationships between factors driving cost. Third, these are
black-box techniques that do not allow the manager to understand the interplay between
the several factors that are driving cost. As a result, relying on rules of thumb to make
important technical or managerial decisions can be extremely misleading and costly to
the company. A similar method has been developed later, called parametric cost
estimation. It provides one or few parameters with which cost estimates can be inter- or
extrapolated from known product/cost relationships to estimate the cost of the 'unknown'
product. It is simple rules adjusted by a fixed multiplier or other scaling factor ('mark-
up'). The downside of this method is its crude level of accuracy; in addition only for
items similar in kind costs can be meaningfully estimated.
2.1.2 Activity based costing methodology
Another technique for evaluating the cost of manufacturing processes is the use of current
accounting data and practices in the plant. A particularly popular application is activity
based costing (ABC). This method attributes direct and overhead costs to products and
services on the basis of the underlying activities that generate the costs [13]. It calculates
the cost of activities that serve as cost drivers and 'charge' products with the time with
which they consume an activity times the use rate per time unit. However ABC has been
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of limited help to engineers and designers concerned with changing the manufacturing
lines or choosing between alternative materials. The reason for this situation is that ABC
is based on historical and descriptive information, and seldom incorporates any
engineering control variables. Therefore it hampers the possibility to establish
predictions for new manufacturing systems, materials or part characteristics.
2.1.3 Technical cost modeling methodology
The major problems with the previous techniques are that they offer very limited power
for estimating the effects of departures from observed conditions in manufacturing cost.
These limitations led to the development of the Technical Cost Modeling (TCM)
methodology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [12, 14]. TCM is related to
the activity based costing idea of accounting principles, but uses engineering, technical
and economic characteristics associated with each manufacturing activity to evaluate its
cost. The model serves as a mathematical transformation, mapping a description of a
process and its processing conditions to measures of cost. The technical cost model is a
representation of production processes. Its analysis starts with an identification of the
relevant process steps required to manufacture a particular component, and then it is
constructed through three steps: (i) identifying relevant cost elements, (ii) establishing
contributing factors, and (iii) correlating process operations to cost of factor use [14].
The relevance of any particular cost element is a function of the process under
consideration. The set of inputs can be broken into four main categories: exogenous,
plant, part and process specific variables. The exogenous variables basically characterize
the enterprise's interaction with its environment in a quantitative manner, such as
financial data (e.g. the rate of return). Plant data relates to information that is not specific
to any part or process but to the organization as a whole. Working hours, downtimes and
workers per category are some examples of plant wide data. These two groups of
variables are thus plant and part generic, that is, are independent of the product and
process under analysis. The product variables define the characteristics of the part,
namely, its geometry, weight, the raw materials and their cost. The remaining inputs, that
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are the process inputs, require a great understanding of the engineering and physical
principles underlying the technologies, which when coupled with expertise in process
implementation, permits an estimation of the number of workers, times, equipment
characteristics and costs, lot sizes, space occupied, etc. Example of process inputs are
reject rate, power requirement.
Once the inputs have been defined, the details of the manufacturing process can be
mapped to their contributing factors [14]. For example for the die casting process, the
molding tool and the molding cycle time can be identified as elements whose
requirements would change with design parameters, and could be predicted based on the
initial parameters describing the part. Cycle times affect the number of parallel streams
necessary to achieve a specified production volume, and are related to part design and
process operating conditions. This mapping to design parameters is achieved one of two
ways; either based on existing empirical evidence or according to basic scientific and
engineering principles. Then a predetermined functional form is assumed and the
dependent variables are regressed on the relevant independent ones. Regressions can be
linear or can use mathematical transformation to produce linearized forms of non-linear
relationships. For example in the die casting process, the solidification time can be
expressed by Chvorinov's rule: [15]
Solidification time = Cte. Volume
Surface Area
where
Cte = constant based upon mold material properties, solidification temperature,
and pouring temperature.
Volume = casting volume.
Surface Area = casting cooling surface area.
Since it is difficult to obtain accurately such data for every part of the complex system,
this solidification time can be estimated by regression analysis. The experts can observe
different times for several components; with this information they can then estimate a
relationship between this time and part volume, part thickness, material density, thermal
conductivity, and coefficient of thermal expansion. As we see in this example, it requires
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not only material property information, but also a reasonable description of the cast part's
geometry.
The third step in creating a technical cost model is translating the process factors into
costs. The total cost of each unit operation is broken down into separately calculated
elements: the variable and fixed costs. The variable costs can be directly associated with
the production of one unit of output, thus increasing roughly linearly with the production
volume. On the contrary, fixed costs remain constant until production capacity is
reached, whereupon more equipment is required. These categories are then subdivided
into variable costs of material, direct labor, and energy; and the capital costs of main and
auxiliary equipment, tooling, building, maintenance and overhead.
* Variable costs
The material cost category includes the primary or raw material required for a part as
well as any process consumables. The type of material, the amount of scrap and the
value of scrap are all important factors in determining material cost. Labor cost includes
only the direct labor required for part fabrication. The fully burdened (including benefits)
wage, amount of planned and unplanned downtime, and number of labors needed are
some of the factors that affect labor costs. The indirect labor is captured in the overhead
cost category. Energy costs include the cost of running machinery as well as any
additional heating or other energy related input.
* Fixed costs
Main machine cost includes the cost of the primary machinery used for the fabrication of
a part as well as the installation cost of the machinery; installation cost is usually
estimated as a percentage of the machine cost. To calculate the machine cost, the
investment required in main machines is first determined from the attributes needed to
produce the component. Once the investment is determined a method is needed for
allocating those costs among the numerous products that may be produced on this
equipment over its lifetime. First the investment is amortized over its useful life in order
to obtain an equivalent yearly cost, because it would not make sense to charge the entire
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investment to just the first year or years of production. Next, a decision has to be made
about how to spread that yearly cost among the numerous products which could be made
on that same equipment each year. In the case of dedicated manufacturing, the cost is
then the cost of one year of machine use. For non-dedicated manufacturing, the cost is
the percentage of yearly machine capacity used times the cost of one year of machine use.
Whether or not a machine is dedicated, cycle time, part size, and manufacturing
technology all contribute to the unit cost associated with the main machine. Tooling cost
includes the cost of dedicated tools required for the manufacturing process. Tooling cost
is usually amortized over the life of the product to arrive at an annualized tool cost. This
can then be distributed among the part production volume to arrive at a unit tool cost.
Product size, complexity, tool material, and any required tool action (such as release
springs or pins) can affect tooling cost. Overhead costs include managerial labor as well
as other support services. Overhead costs are often estimated as proportional to yearly
machine, tooling and building costs. In some cases, the overhead labor costs can be
estimated as a number of indirect workers needed to support the functions of the direct
workers. Building cost is the cost of the fully built up factory space that the
manufacturing operations occupy. The investment in building space is amortized over
the life of a building resulting in an annual building cost equivalent. In the case of
dedicated manufacturing the building cost is the yearly cost. For non-dedicated
manufacturing, the cost is a percentage of the building space used times the yearly cost.
Auxiliary equipment costs are the costs of equipment that is required to produce the part,
but is often not part of the investment quoted for the main piece of equipment. These
costs would include things like conveyance systems, lockout equipment, computers and
controllers. Auxiliary costs are often estimated as proportional to main machine cost.
Finally, maintenance cost is the cost of upkeep on machines, tools, and auxiliary
equipment. Maintenance cost usually scales with the yearly cost of machines, tools, and
equipment.
Most applications of TCM have been limited to comparisons involving limited number of
parts in one or more competing individual processes to understand the economic
implications of changes in process or in critical design parameters (e.g. material,
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production volume, factor condition). For example the United States council for
automotive research (USCAR) developed a set of Technical Cost Models that are capable
of assessing the manufacturing cost associated with the sand casting and die casting of
various engine components in both aluminum and magnesium materials [16]. The
importance of the model is not in producing an accurate manufacturing cost, but in
examining how changes impact cost. Examples of changes that can be made are
production volume, equipment type or material selection. A variety of gradual changes
can be examined across many aspects of the production process.
2.2 Cost modeling of complex systems
2.2.1 The limitations of the Technical Cost Modeling methodology
The large majority of today's products are the result of a complex combination of parts
that require numerous operations in their manufacturing as well as substantial assembly
effort. The seat of an automobile, for example, may require 40 different individual parts
and more than 10 different processes. If a manager wants to estimate the manufacturing
cost of a seat using the TCM approach, he would need to use a combination of a
significant number of different Technical Cost Models. For each of them, part and
processing information has to be gathered and processed. Because of the high level of
details associated with TCM, combining a large number of TCM will require large
amounts of information. For the seat example, given that an average model requires the
introduction of 25 descriptive variables, more than 10,000 variables would have to be
accounted for. For a manufacturing firm, a high level of detail in cost estimation can be
very important for rigorous competitive assessment, particularly at the manufacturing
stage [10]. If this is the case, companies assemble large teams of engineers and can hire
people devoted to estimating the cost of each individual part. However this operation is
time consuming, and entering and manipulating large number of variables is very prone
to errors. For the overall assessment of a system in early stages of development, or to
investigate the generic impact of changes in factor conditions, such a level of detail is not
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desirable and sometimes even not possible to achieve. Therefore it is important to
develop other less data intensive methods to estimate costs at the early design stage.
2.2.2 The system cost modeling
The TCM methodology is useful when comparing designs or materials solutions for
individual or small groups of components. It becomes less practical and sometimes
infeasible when trying to model several hundred components. To solve that problem a
method has been developed which simplifies the traditional technical cost modeling
techniques and uses a limited number of inputs [10]. This method, called the System
Cost Model (SCM), "aims at establishing a systematic way to estimate cost functions for
complex systems, such as the interior or the chassis of a car, where multiple processes
and diverse components are present" [10]. The level of data is reduced but cost estimates
are also less precise.
SCM is one modeling structure using different production data for a large number of
processes and components. In a similar way as the TCM methodology, SCM breaks
down the total manufacturing cost of each components of the system into fixed and
variable costs; and then the cost estimations over individual components are aggregated.
SCM estimates each of cost factors and process use time with limited information and
using simple rules. To limit the number of inputs, the inputs chosen should be used as
common inputs to all process models. These inputs might include one to represent the
size, because the size is a major factor needed to determine the characteristics of the
required processing equipment and tooling. There are many possible proxies for the size
of the component: mass, volume or surface area. The choice of this proxy depends
heavily of the characteristics of the process. For example in the die casting process the
machine characteristics are mainly determined by the projected area, because the die
casting press is chosen according to the range of clamping force that it could provide, and
the clamping force requirement can be estimated as a function of the part projected area.
However for all the joining processes such as adhesive bonding, the most relevant input
is the length of the joints. The ideal alternative is to work off one variable that reflects
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the part size but that in some processes this is best represented by mass and in other
processes by volume. Sometimes the surface area might be even more appropriate.
Another input might include one to represent part complexity. Since detailed information
regarding shape, thickness, number of holes etc. might be essential to calculate the
equipment or tooling characteristics, a complexity factor can be introduced to substitute
this information. It would be estimated by judgment. The lowest level would correspond
to simple components; higher levels of complexity would imply more details or
additional features that require more complex (and therefore more expensive) equipment.
Inputs to indicate which processes and which materials are used should be included.
Indeed the material information is critical to estimate the material cost, which is often a
significant portion of the total. These simplified inputs could be used directly to
determine equipment cost, tooling cost, labor usage, cycle time and material needed for
the relevant manufacturing of a component. Then following the TCM logic, the costs are
derived from these core estimates.
Unlike TCM that uses detailed component characteristics together with engineering and
statistical relationships to determine cost, SCM establishes a direct relationship between
the inputs described in the previous paragraph and the cost drivers. In order to simplify
the calculations, it is convenient to come up with a uniform modeling scheme that applies
across products and processes, thus a similar relationship might be chosen for all the
processes. For example for the equipment cost, several authors on the area of cost
estimation [12, 17, 18] show that a logarithmic relationships between weight and
equipment cost seems to hold in a number of other circumstances. Since this type of
behavior is observed for diverse technologies, they suggest a generic choice:
Cost = A . (Weight)b . (Complexity)C
where the relevant parameters A, b, c have to be estimated. The initial estimate of these
coefficients is based on a three-point estimation [10], which is basically a regression from
three specific points for every process. Once these three specific points are determined,
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the three parameters A, b and c are solved by a system of equations. The detailed
calculations can be found in the appendix A.
Generally speaking, tool costs are difficult to estimate because they are designed as a
unique item for each part. Statistical regression models have been shown to yield
reasonably good estimates in some case [12, 17]. However, like many other aspects of
previous TCMs the inputs to the regression equations varied widely by process. For
SCM, regressions using a limited number of common inputs had to be developed for all
processes. Since full regression models for each process would require a great deal of
data, the first approach has been to apply the logarithmic relationship for all processes to
estimate the equipment investment, tooling investment, cycle time and the number of
workers. However, a comparison of the die investment of various stamped components
estimated by the system cost model and the real investment occurred by General Motors
to manufacture these components show that the percentage of errors can be significant for
complex parts. Figure 2-1 indicates that the investment versus complexity relationship
does not hold very well at complex level 3. Sometimes the error percentage can reach up
to 70%. Since this model is used for managerial decisions, it is important to get more
accuracy in the relationships and to decrease the percentage error, especially for the
complex parts. The solution would be to develop mathematical models for every process
and every intermediate variable (equipment investment, tooling investment, cycle time
and the number of workers). As explained in the next section, some major developments
have been considered on the current SCM to capture more details of the cost of the
components.
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Figure 2-1: Comparison between the die investment estimated by SCM and the real investment
occurred by General Motors
2.3 Extension of the SCM for customization decisions
SCM is a methodology developed to evaluate the cost of complex systems with a large
number of individual components and subsystems. This approach involves critical
simplifications from traditional technical modeling techniques. Thus it provides only
reliable calculations of the overall system costs. The goal of this thesis is to modify and
apply this model to be able to make customization decisions, either on a large group of
components such as a seat or at the component level such as the front brake or the
accelerator pedal. Consequently, the model should be able to generate accurate cost
estimates on the component level as well as on the subsystem level. To accomplish this,
an extension of the SCM with a focus on getting more accurate individual component
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cost estimates was required. Furthermore, specific parameters to be able to address
customization decisions had to be added.
The first section focuses on the modification of the relationships to get more accuracy in
the intermediate variables. It reconsiders the way to estimate the reject rate, the trim
scrap rate and the energy cost. The last section incorporates some additional parameters
to be able to estimate the cost of increased variety.
2.3.1 Limitations of the SCM
The existing SCM needed further development to improve calculations related to the
reject rate, the trim scrap rate and the energy costs. In the technical cost model approach,
the reject rate and the trim scrap rate are considered as fixed. Each is provided as a single
input with the same value applied to all processes. These rates are not only dependent on
the process characteristics, but also on part characteristics. That means that to be
realistic, a reject and trim scrap rate should be attributed to each component in the system
cost model and thus the model would need thousands of additional inputs. The solution
considered in the thesis was to set up a means for directly estimating trim scrap and reject
rate based on part characteristics and the process. Building on the methods employed
throughout the SCM, a three point logarithmic relationship was used. This avoided the
need for extensive statistical data, while preserving a structure that could later incorporate
statistical data to improve the accuracy once data becomes available. With this
information, an estimation of the scrap rate can be done for every component of the
complex systems manufactured by a specific process. The reject rate has been estimated
by a similar method.
In the technical cost model approach, energy costs are calculated from different inputs,
such as power requirement of the equipment, electricity price. While the electricity price
can be a general input for the system cost model, attributing a power requirement for all
the thousands of components is unrealistic since it would require a very large increase in
the number of inputs. To overcome this difficulty while keeping the accuracy of the
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component manufacturing cost, energy requirements are calculated for each component
based on its manufacturing process. To do this, energy cost calculations have been
divided into three categories, corresponding to the possible energy sources
characteristics: mechanical, electrical or thermal energy. The mechanical energy can be
provided through relative motions, or pressure differences, or mass forces generated in
the component. The electrical energy can be provided by a discharge between two
electrodes, electromagnetic fields or simply by using electrical machine. And the thermal
energy is related to the heat required for melting, evaporation, etc. Since a large amount
of the energy may be lost during production, energy losses are also taken into account.
Each of these categories can then be estimated using physical relationships and
engineering rules of thumb. Mechanical and electrical energy costs have been estimated
as a percentage of the equipment cost. This simple approach provides reasonable cost
estimates without the need for more complex model inputs. However, a more detailed
approach based on the actual energy requirements of the part would yield additional
refinements to the cost estimates. However, for the cost of thermal energy, this approach
is rather inaccurate. Thermal energy requirements are more likely to scale with the type
of material and its thermal properties rather than the equipment used. Therefore a more
detailed treatment of the costs associated with thermal energy was required. First, the
energy required to raise the temperature of the component from the ambient temperature
to its processing temperature is determined. By definition the heat necessary to raise the
temperature by AT is:
Heat necessary = m C AT = m C (Tprcessing - Tambient )
Where m = mass of the component
C = specific heat (the amount of heat energy required to raise 1 g of a substance
by 1 Celsius)
Then any heat losses through the tooling or equipment are calculated in order to
determine the total thermal energy needed. This extra consideration was important to
include because heat losses are often a significant portion of the total energy requirement.
For example the heat losses in industrial heating processes are considered to be around
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50% of the available energy [19]. Waste-gas heat losses are unavoidable in the operation
of all fuel-fired furnaces, kilns, boilers, ovens, and dryers. Air and fuel are mixed and
burned to generate heat, and a portion of this heat is transferred to the heating device and
its load. These furnace losses include: (see Figure 2-2)
- Heat storage in the furnace structure.
- Losses from the furnace outside walls or structure.
- Heat transported out of the furnace by the load conveyors, fixtures, trays.
- Radiation losses from openings, hot exposed parts.
- Heat carried by the cold air infiltration into the furnace.
- Heat carried by the excess air used in the burners.
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Figure 2-2: Heat losses in industrial heating processes
The greatest source of heat loss in the process is the material handling losses and wall
losses. However the material handling losses are not easy to estimate, because it is
dependent of a large number of inputs such as the opening of the furnace, the time of load
and transfer. It could be represented as a percentage of the heat loss. On the other hand,
the wall losses are easy to estimate quantitatively:
Heat losss per unit area = k -
Ax
Where k = thermal conductivity of the structure.
AT/Ax = gradient of temperature inside the wall of the structure.
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Figure 2-3: Wall losses through a furnace
To conclude, the updated SCM develops certain relationships for the reject rate, trim
scrap rate and energy cost. These relationships and the underlying assumptions remain a
rough estimation and need further analysis.
2.3.2 Incorporation of customization parameters
Generally, when a product manager wants to determine if it is profitable to have more
variety within the future or current product line, he looks at the direct costs of increased
variety. Will it require more capital equipment or more space to have more product
extensions? How many additional hours will it require to make the customized product?
Will any tools have to be added? In order to answer these questions, some customization
parameters needed to be incorporate in the updated system cost model.
First it is necessary to introduce a variable for the number of variants and their associated
production volume. Incorporating customized product in a product line implies some
modifications into the parameters of the product line. Because the construction of any
production line is a large investment, the manufacturers prefer to reconfigure the current
production lines to handle multiple variants of new product designs. But even if possible,
a reconfigurable production line is not without costs. Additional equipment set ups are
needed to switch between product variants. Furthermore changes are required to the
equipment and tools resulting in modified (and usually increased) costs. The annual
equipment is the same for any customized and standard product, but the relative time
during which the capital is used for the relevant product is different for the two products.
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The process time use is defined as the ratio between the line utilization time, which
corresponds to the amount of time needed to manufacture the required volume of
components and line available time that indicates the amount of time that the
manufacturing equipment is available for the operation. Since the latter indicator is the
result of company operating policies, including number of shifts, holidays, and planned
line down time, it is the same value for the customized and standard products. However
the line utilization time will be lower for the customized product than the standard
product. Thus the model should consider separately the process time use, the cycle time,
the equipment and tooling cost of the customized and standard product.
It is also important to take into consideration some variations in the initial inputs due to
customization. Indeed the customized products may require different material
requirements, different or modified equipment or tooling investment. For example, a
change in the size of the stamped seat rack can imply a change in the tandem press, if the
required tonnage to manufacture this new seat rack is higher. The first reason is that the
calculation of the required tonnage is a function not only of the mechanical strength of
the material, but also of the part forming area. The second reason is that each tandem
press should be chosen according to a range of tonnage. Consequently, the equipment
cost has to be determined both for the customized and standard product. While this is
often the case, we have only considered limited changes in the customized product and
therefore have not needed to consider possible use of alternate equipment in our case
study described in chapter 3.
In a similar way, customized products may require additional tooling investment or
modified tooling investment. For example, if the size of the customized product,
manufactured by a die casting process, increases, the OEM should have a completely new
mold. In general each customized part has to be analyzed individually to decide on the
degree of tooling alteration required. While customized products may have substantially
different costs, we have considered the variants to be very similar. As a result the only
changes considered are the tool investment and the increased set-up times. The increased
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number of set-ups will lead to longer equipment and labor times thus affecting those cost
elements as well.
To conclude, several costing approaches have been developed in this chapter from the
first rules of thumb to the technical cost model. The development of these successive
models has been pushed by being more and more accurate in the cost estimation. The
system cost model relies on a more simplified engineering approach, implying less
accuracy. The updated model developed in this thesis aims at being used for the
customization decision, thus it seeks for a better accuracy in the component cost
estimation through the identification of new parameters or modification of old ones. All
these development are essential to further analyze the cost of customization associated to
some components or groups of components of a car, as it is reported in the next chapter.
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3 Case study definition: customization of an automotive
The usefulness of SCM can be more clearly show through its application of a case study.
This case study would focus on the estimation of the manufacturing cost of a complex
system and then the estimation of the customization cost. In this chapter the case study
explores the model in the context of the automotive industry. With more than 2000
individual components and as many as 200 sub-assemblies, the car is a clear example of a
product for which it becomes extremely complex to have detailed cost estimations for all
the components. The car analyzed in the case study is a mid-size car manufactured by a
major European manufacturer, Volkswagen, produced in 1999. The structure of this
Volkswagen car is described in Table 3-1. The structure has been subdivided in different
levels. Following a typical division found among OEMs, eight major groups are
considered: powertrain, chassis, Heat Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC), interior,
body, exterior and electronics. They enable a good understanding of the relative
importance of major areas of the car. The secondary level reflects typical sourcing
decisions for automakers for supplying sub-assemblies. Table 3-1 describes how the total
number of individual components is distributed over these two levels.
Groups Number of sub-Assemblies Number of components
Powertrain 40 434
Chassis 51 387
HVAC 14 173
Interior 39 433
Body 22 129
Exterior 31 109
Electronics and control 27 452
TOTAL 224 2117
Table 3-1: Example of car structure (Mid-size car, Volkswagen, 1999)
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For each of the components, the weight (as a proxy of the part size), material,
complexity and process information has been gathered. In some cases up to three
manufacturing processes per component have been considered. For example, the
alternator housing, which is made out of aluminum, needs first to be die cast and then
machined. An important caveat is that the component breakdown used in the case study
does not consider body-in-white (BIW) at the level of individual components. It also
does not consider the cost of painting the BIW (although the cost of painting for non-
body components is considered) nor the cost of engine dressing or the final or general
assembly line by the automaker. It only includes the cost of producing the individual
components and assembling them into modules or subassemblies. However it will be
substituted by a fixed amount of $1,500 in the case study.
The first section of this chapter explains the baseline assumptions considered for the
study of the customized car described above. The second section examines the different
levels of customization existing for this car. Finally the last section describes the detailed
relationships considered in the model for certain processes: stamping, die casting and
injection molding.
3.1 Baseline assumptions
The calculation of the manufacturing costs associated with the components and sub-
levels in the car rely on a set of baseline assumptions, described in Table 3-2. Production
volume and number of years in production are instrumental in defining the type of
vehicle and its useful life. These replicate what is typically found for high volume
vehicles in Europe or US. The equipment life of 10 years corresponds to what equipment
manufactures and parts suppliers usually report on average, although these can vary with
process. For the remaining set of variables, values are based on operating conditions
found in the automotive sector in the US and Europe. These values reflect direct
information gathered from interviews with firms, or values in published resources. Most
of the base information was obtained by Veloso, Henry et al. [20] to assess the
competitiveness of the Portuguese auto parts industry. The number of days of operation
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per year is estimated at 240 days. It assumes no work on weekends and two weeks of
line down for personnel holidays. Two shifts correspond to having 16 hours of
operations per day. The remaining time is reserved for tasks such as maintenance and
line problems. The line available time of 87.5% corresponds to having 2 hours of
additional line downtime, both for planned activities and unplanned breakdowns, during
the 16 hours of daily operations. Free capacity utilization indicates how the remaining
available production time which is not needed for a specific component is used. A value
of 100% indicates that all remaining time is used to produce other components, while a
value of 0% indicates that the line sits completely idle the remainder of the time. The
baseline assumption is that all free capacity is used.
Annual production volume 200,000 parts/year
Years of production 5 years
Life of equipment 10 years
Interest rate 12%
Wage ($/hour including benefits) $56
Days per Year 240 days/year
Number of shifts 2
Line available time (Uptime) 87.5%
Free capacity utilization 100%
Table 3-2: Baseline assumptions of the case study
As it has been mentioned in section 2-3-2, the energy is divided into three categories.
The first one is the mechanical energy, which represents 3% of the equipment investment
in the baseline assumption. The electrical energy represents 30% of the equipment
investment. The thermal energy is considered for the case study as the energy required
for melting the component in a typical furnace, whose dimensions are 4 feet by 4 feet by
6 feet, and whose thermal conductivity is the same as a refractory material.
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Finally these are the baseline assumptions to manufacture a car in the US or Europe. The
two other sections incorporate some additional inputs, which are related to the
customization process.
3.2 The levels of customization
The word "customization" is becoming popular for several industries, particularly the
automotive industry. However it is difficult to define the customization concept. One
first visionary definition of customization can be the ability to provide your customers
with anything they want, any time they want it, anywhere they want it, any way they
want it and to do this while still remaining profitable. This is quite a goal, but in fact
until now one which can rarely be achieved. A practical definition for the car
manufacturer is the ability to efficiently deliver many variations of a standard product,
each customized to the expressed preferences of the buyer. The products referred to in
this second definition are not the "anything-at-any-time" promised by the visionary
definition; rather, they are customized within a predetermined envelope of variety. The
goal is to ascertain, from the customer's perspective, the range within which a given
product can be meaningfully customized for that customer, and then to facilitate the
customer's choice of options from within that range. In the car industry one problem of
customization is to determine at which level the car manufacturer should offer the
variety. Indeed if the manufacturer attempts to offer variety at the component level, the
number of possible configurations increases dramatically. For example the front seat
consists of six sub-assemblies: the buckle assembly, the cushions, the covers, the frames,
the armrest and the headrest. In total that means about 30 components. If the
manufacturer offers two versions (one standard and one customized version) for all the
30 components to the customers, that corresponds to 230 possible seat types, that means
more than one million of combinations. The number of combinations is higher if the
manufacturer offers more versions for each component. This number becomes enormous
if this method is applied to a large complex system such as a car composed with more
than 2000 components. In reality the customers don't ask for so many choices at the
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component level, but they have specific needs at a different level. For example if they
seek the maximum comfort in their seat, they can ask for a specific seat width, depth, or
angle, or a customized backrest, whose dimension are larger or taller than the standard
seat, which only fits for an average individual profile. Since a change in a seat width, for
example a larger seat, implies modifications in some dimensions of the seat rack, the seat
back rack, the cover and also the cushion, it is clear that the level of individual
components is not the relevant level of analysis for a customized seat. The customer will
not ask to change the size of the cushion, but most probably the size of the frame;
however there is a strong correlation between the cushion and the frame. That is why all
the components of the seat belong to the same group of customization. On the other
hand, customers may want variety at the component level such as for the fender liner or
the brake pedal. The question of customization level is specific for each component or
group of components. Thus, in the case study the individual components have been all
analyzed and aggregated at a customization level. The criteria for the determination of
the customization level were the following:
- Can the cost model be used to address the customization by a variation of the
components inputs? For example, if the customized product requires a variation
in the size, material or the complexity, it can be address in the updated SCM.
However, customization that requires other types of variation such as a change in
the motor oil are not addressed by the SCM and therefore cannot be included in
this study.
- Is there an interest in customization? Neither customers nor designers have much
interest in customized versions of all vehicle components.
Figure 3-1 shows an example of some components considered for customization of the
chassis group (the levels of customization are highlighted in bold). A complete list of all
components and their customization level can be found in Appendix B. In the case study
the customization of the engine is not considered. While consumers might like to choose
engine variants, it was beyond the scope of the SCM to consider the impact of these
variants on production costs. The same is true for the air-conditioning system. On the
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other hand, in the chassis group, several sub-groups can be customized such as the front
brake, the rear brake, the accelerator pedal, the clutch pedal, the rear suspension, the
steering column and the fuel tank. Many components in the interior group are also easily
customizable; all the sub-groups can be customized except the air bag system. In the
exterior group we consider that the following groups are customizable: exterior rear view
mirror, seal, front bumper, rear bumper, radiator grill, and spoiler. Table 3-3 described
how the total number of customizable groups is distributed over the eight major groups of
the car.
Groups Number of sub- Number of Number of
Assemblies customizable groups components
Powertrain 40 1 434
Chassis 51 14 387
HVAC 2 14 3 173
Interior 39 35 433
Body 22 3 129
Exterior 31 7 109
Electronics and control 27 2 452
TOTAL 224 65 2117
Table 3-3: Components, groups of customization and sub-assemblies groups for the Volkswagen car
2 Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
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- Brake
Accelerator pedal
Clutch pedal
Stick shifter
Brake pedal
Emergency brake lever
Axle mount
Steering gear
Steering column
Steering wheel
Oils
Fuel tank
Brake rotors
Tires
Spare wheel mount
Jack
Tow holder
Hitch assembly
Fuel
Warning triangle
Roof rail
-- Brake pad
- Brake caliper
-- Brake mount
: Piston
Support Spring
Cable Support
- Cover Panel
Screw
' Wear Indicator
Guide bolt
Brake hose
Brake line
- Brake booster...
Figure 3-1: Different levels of customization - Example with the chassis group
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3.3 The other customization parameters
As it has been mentioned in chapter 2, there are several parameters which characterize
the degree and the type of customization. The subject of the case study is a comparison
of production for a single vehicle versus production of that same vehicle plus a
customized variant (variants A and B). We assume for the study that the size and
materials of the customized components are not changed; only the tooling, the equipment
and the line utilization can be modified. The four simple metrics (weight, material,
complexity and process) are the same for both the base vehicle and its variant. The total
production volume in both cases is 200,000 vehicles per year. However, for the scenario
involving a customized variant, the overall production volume of 200,000 is divided into
120,000 vehicles per year for one variant and 80,000 vehicles per year for the other.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the set up time needed to be adjusted for the
customized product. In the case study the production lot size is 5000 parts and thus one
changeover is needed for every 5000 parts. For the customized products, two
changeovers must be considered for each 5000 parts in order to take into account the
need to set up the equipment twice (once for each variant) for each production lot. While
the lot sizes were considered to be 5000 parts for all manufacturing processes, the set up
time varied by process. Table 3-4 gives an example of the set up time considered for
different processes.
Manufacturing processes Set up time
Sand Casting 0 min
Die Casting 5 min
Forging 10 min
Extrusion 10 min
Stamping 10 min
Hydroforming 20 min
Bending 2 min
Machining 0 mm
Molding 10 min
Welding 0 min
Table 3-4: Set up times for different manufacturing processes
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Finally, the case study needed to consider the effect of producing a customized variant on
the tooling investment. The tooling investment can be separated into two categories: the
design cost and the construction cost. The design cost is common for both the
customized and the standard product, whereas the construction cost is specific depending
mostly of the degree of tooling change. In the case study the baseline assumption
considers that the design costs represents 10% of the total tooling investment. Since this
number is estimated, a further sensitivity analysis will be done in the next chapter. While
a continuum of tool modifications and their costs exists depending the specifics of the
part and the degree of customized desire, only three options were considered in order to
simplify the problem. First, the customized product may require no significant tooling
changes. In this case the annualized construction tooling cost is exactly the same for
standard and customized products. Second, a small modification to the tool is needed. In
this case the tool investment was increased by 30%, called the modified tool rate. Finally
the customized product requires a completely different tool. Some savings in terms of
design cost may still be possible and thus the additional investment needed for the tool
for the customized component was considered to be 90% of the cost of the initial tool.
Table 3-5 describes the distribution of all the components over these three categories. It
is important to notice that in our case study 65% of the cost is completely unaffected,
23% is greatly affected (radical tool change). So the cost of customization will come
from only 27% of the total cost of the car.
Customization Number of Cost for theCategories of components parameters components baseline product
No customized components
(incl. BIW Manufacturing/Engine 1,457 $6,559
Assembly)
No tool change 360 $502
Customized components Small tool change 78 $365
Radical tool change 222 $2,360
TOTAL 2,117 $9,831
Table 3-5: The different categories of customization and tooling modifications
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3.4 Modification of the SCM relationships
Improvements in the SCM focused on adjusting the estimated relationships between the
simplified inputs and some of the intermediate variables such as the equipment, tooling
investment, cycle time and the number of workers. The functional form used in the SCM
is not realistic for all the processes. The ideal would be to gather more data from experts
and OEM databases and to develop the mathematical models used for SCM cost elements
with these new data. This has been done for the major component fabrication processes.
The first step was to identify those processes which are most frequently used in
component manufacturing. Tables 3-6 and 3-7 give the distribution of the different
manufacturing processes for the entire vehicle for the Mid Size Volkswagen produced in
1999:
Table 3-6 : Distribution of the primary
processes for the entire vehicle by number of
parts
Manufacturing Percentage of
Processes parts
Stamping 37%
Plastic Molding 31%
Casting 4%
Forging 1%
Roll forming 1%
Extrusion 1%
Bending 2%
Other (less than 1%) 23%
Table 3-7 : Distribution of the primary
processes for the entire vehicle by weight
Manufacturing Percentage of
Processes weight
Stamping 14%
Plastic Molding 10%
Casting 9%
Forging 40%
Roll forming 1%
Extrusion 2%
Bending 2%
Other (less than 1%) 22%
The tables show that the major manufacturing processes are stamping, plastic molding,
die casting and forging. From interviews with General Motors experts [21], data
collection from General Motors Laboratories and other resources and from some current
TCMs used by General Motors, an analysis has been done to get better relationships for
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stamping, injection molding and die casting. However to capture more details in the
relationships it was necessary to add a few additional inputs about the components, such
as its thickness, projected area, or surface area. One idea was to categorize the
components per process. The next sections analyze in details these categories and the
relationships for the three major processes.
3.4.1 Stamping
Stamping is the process of impressing surface definition and three-dimensional designs
onto materials with pressurized tools and dies. The main steps of the operations are
blanking and stamping. Stamping can be associated with some major forming operations
such as drawing, forming, and restrike. In a standard stamping press, there are four basic
components:
- The machine itself, providing the power and the physical structure
- A pair of parallel surfaces that close and open again under power (the "bed",
which stays still and the "ram" which moves down and back up)
- A two-part die-set, one part of which is fastened to the bed and the other part to
the ram.
- The job-specific punches and dies.
When the ram closes, the punches and dies interact, cutting, bending, etc, and making the
desired part. When the ram opens again, the part(s) are removed and new material is
moved into place. Figure 3-2 shows a schematic of the typical stamping die.
Figure 3-2: A schematic section of a typical stamping die.
The sheet contacts only the punch or the die at any point. Membrane stresses stretch the sheet over
the tools.
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In this sort of press, the motion supplied by the machine is all vertical. It makes flat parts
easily. Stamping can be also used to make some very complex shapes using bends and
draws; however this adds to die complexity and cost. The press section is used to make
holes and certain other part features. The major factor determining the choice of the
press is the tonnage. Every press has a range of tonnage. After gathering data about
several stamped parts and their related tonnages, a regression analysis has given the
following relationship between the tonnage, the complexity and the area of the part:
Estimated tonnage = 27.041. Surface area [0.01. (complexity + 2)]2
With Surface area Weight
Density. Thickness
Since each new complex feature requires expensive cams, benders or other sub-machines
to be built into the job-specific tooling, the tooling cost is heavily dependent of the
complexity and surface area of the part. A regression analysis from GM data about
stamped parts gave the following relationship:
Estimated Tooling Investment = $11,950 + $155,888. Complexity + $ 612,322. Surface Area
These relationships are specific to the stamping process. A similar method of regression
analysis has been done to find the detailed relationships for the die casting process.
3.4.2 Die casting
Die casting is a process for producing engineered metal parts by forcing molten metal
under high pressure into reusable steel molds. These molds, called dies, can be designed
to produce complex shapes with a high degree of accuracy and repeatability. The
categories of components for the die casting process are described in Table 3-8. On
average, the thickness of the parts in the die casting process is 4 millimeters. Some
components are thinner, so their thickness is closer to 2 millimeters; the largest
components have a thickness about. 8 millimeters. The other variable is the ratio
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between the surface area and the projected area of the part. An average ratio is 3. If the
part is more curved, the ratio is bigger and about 5; on the other hand the ratio can be
lower and about 1.5.
Ratio = surface Thickness of the part
area/ projected
2 mm 4 mm 8 mmarea
1.5 Bracket Assembly Steering column Bracket A/C compressor
A/C compressor support Lower Front
3 Suspension arm Support ASM Transfer case
5 IMotor cover Instrument panel beam Cylinder Mount Bracket
Table 3-8: Typical components for the die casting process
In the die casting process, molten metal is injected, under pressure, into hardened steel
dies, often water cooled. Dies are opened, and castings are ejected. The major factor of
the equipment investment is the clamping force, which is dependent of the complexity
and the part projected area. After gathering data about several GM parts, the regression
gives the following relationship:
Estimated Equipment Investment = $16,755 (Clamping Force)0 ' 5615
With Estimated Clamping Force = 7,750.02 . Projected Area . (1.5)c° mp'it
Estimated Projected Area = Surface Area
Ratio
Volume
Thickness Ratio
The cost of the mold increases as the part geometry becomes more complex. Thus, the
tooling investment is a function of complexity and surface area. The following
relationship comes from the Technical Cost Model made by IBIS Associates [16]:
Estimated Tooling Investment= $13,085. Complexity. (Surface area Complexit0 2 94 . Adjust
h us if complexity= 1
Wit A t .6 otherwi djus =e
1.6 otherwise
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The last process, where detailed relationships have been estimated is the injection
molding process.
3.4.3 Injection molding
Injection molding is a polymer processing method similar to the die casting method for
metals. A granular polymer material is fed from a hopper into a screw chamber, where it
is heated and melted and then injected under high pressure into the mold or die and
allowed to solidify. Examples of the applications of this process include the bumper and
head lamp. We can distinguish different categories of components manufactured by the
injection molding process, which are summarized in Table 3-9. The average thickness is
2 millimeters, the thinner parts have a thickness around lmillimeter, and whereas the
largest molded parts have a thickness around 3 millimeters. The ratio has a range from 1
for the flat parts to 5 for the curved parts.
Ratio = surface area/ Thickness of the part
projected area 1 mm 2 mm 3 mm
anel ASM-D/SeatDuct ASM-Air anel ASM-Quarter Panel ASM-DiSeat
Distribution pper Trail ack Cushion Outer
Liner ASM-Rear- Module ASM HTR& ascia ASM Front
Wheelhouse Panel A/C EVPR&BLO Bumper
Pocket Body Side- T-
Panel
Table 3-9: Typical components for injection molding process
The molding machines are mainly characterized by their clamping force (up to 30 MN).
In the updated SCM, the relationships for the equipment and tooling investment come
from the ones used in the Technical Cost Model developed at MIT Materials Systems
Laboratory [22].
Estimated Equipment Investment = 14,829 + 41 Clamping Force
Complexity 224With Clamping Force = Projected Area* (1 + ity) ( +72
10 ) Thickness
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The mold is the part of the machine that receives the plastic and shapes it appropriately.
Its cost is dependent of the projected area, complexity and weight of the part. The
formula used in the updated SCM is the one estimated in the TCM used at MIT Materials
Systems Laboratory [22].
Estimated Tooling Investment = 220. Weight. (1 + Complexity / 10) + 423 Projected Area
+ 53,800 Actions + 33,900{ 1 if complexity = 3We assumed that Actions = if complexity=3
0 otherwise
These relationships for the injection molding process are similar to the ones for the die
casting process.
To conclude, the model has been largely developed for the three major processes used in
the car manufacturing: stamping, die casting and injection molding. These developments
allowed the cost models to capture some additional details in the calculation of the
manufacturing cost to get closer to the real data and the real physical formulas by
requiring just a few more inputs for parts. Beyond the four simple metrics used in the
SCM (weight, material, process and complexity), an additional input has been added,
which is the ratio between the projected and the surface area. Since it is time-consuming
to gather this input for thousands of parts, we established different categories of parts,
characterized by their thickness and their ratio. Thus, from a quick look of the part, we
can estimate in which category the part belong to. This categorization idea has helped to
produce more accurate cost estimates. These inputs and the estimated relationships will
be used in the next chapter to estimate the cost of customization of the mid-size car from
Volkswagen, manufactured in 1999. Then some manufacturing scenarios and analysis
will be also done in the next chapter.
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4 Results and analysis
This chapter examines first the results of the case study. Then it identifies how the
methods and results presented in the thesis can affect the customization decisions in the
auto industry.
4.1 Specific results for the case
4.1.1 The cost analysis of the standard product
Given the set of assumptions described in the previous chapter, the cost model is used to
estimate the car manufacturing cost for each of the 2117 individual components. These
results are then used to generate the total manufacturing costs for the 224 subassemblies,
the 61 customizable groups and the 8 vehicle subsystems. The overall results by major
subsystems for the baseline product are presented in figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Car manufacturing cost breakdown 3
3 The cost of OEM internal assembly operations includes the body assembly, paint, engine dressing and
final or general assembly lines.
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Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show the cost and the distribution (in percentage) of the major
subsystems of a car. From these results we see that the powertrain group is the most
expensive system of a vehicle, followed by the interior and the chassis. Powertrain
represents 22% of the total cost or a total of $2,093 per vehicle. The exterior, HVAC
system (Heating Ventilation and Air conditioning) are less expansive, representing 6% of
the total cost. The figures also present an estimate of the engine and body assembly work
to show the relative importance of OEM manufacturing responsibility against purchased
parts, but this category is not modeled in the updated SCM. Instead an industry estimate
of $1,500 per vehicle is used for all analyses.
OEM internal
assembly
operations Powertrain
15% 99O/,,
Electronics
9%
Exterior
6% Be
u /0o Interior NVAL;
17% 6%
Chassis
17%
Figure 4-2: Car manufacturing cost breakdown in percentage
When a manager has to make some decisions about new manufacturing systems,
alternative materials or parts characteristics, it is important to understand the interplay
between the several factors that are driving cost. The manager should have a tool to
understand direct costs closely related to manufacturing process and variations of it affect
these costs. Given that the model analyzes each cost driver and adds them up, it is
possible to establish predictions about the cost of the system and its variations. This is
important especially for customization decisions, because the manager can assess the
impact of design, materials or other manufacturing changes on the total cost of the
system. Secondly using what-if analyses it is possible to assess the impact of changed
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input factors on the overall part costs. Figure 4-3 presents the sum of all costs for the
baseline product. Tooling costs are the major cost driver with 34% of the total, followed
by material costs at 19%. The equipment costs and the labor costs represent 12% and
15% respectively. Tooling is the main cost driver but also the area that is most affected
by the decision to customize. Therefore this breakdown shows that customization will
likely have a significant effect on cost. In the model, the costs for both the electronic
components and the internal OEM assembly operations are included as separate line
items. No cost breakdown for these items is possible since they are not modeled.
Electronics components are considered as a purchased component and their
manufacturing cost is only equal to the material costs. Indeed there is no pre-determined
relationship for the tooling or equipment investment of electronics; however it is
something which needs definitively further developments. On the other hand the OEM
internal assembly operations are also not modeled and counts for $ 1,500. The other cost
drivers are all modeled but do not reflect the cost breakdowns for either electronic
components or OEM assembly activities.
Total Cost:
OEM internal
Energy costs assembly operations
2% 15% Electronics
9% Equipment costs
10%
ling costs
Other fixed costs 32%
8%
Figure 4-3: Major cost drivers of the car manufacturing
Tooling costs are the major cost driver with 34% of the total, followed by material costs
at 19%. The equipment costs and the labor costs represent 12% and 15% respectively.
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As important as these is the share of the cost that is associated with purchased electronics,
which corresponds to 9% of the total cost.
4.1.2 Cost model validation
To ensure that conclusions and cost comparisons can be done from the analysis, the cost
estimation process for the car system must be sufficiently accurate. For the purposes of
validating the results, some quotes provided by an OEM for equivalent components in
similar cars (although not exactly the same car) have been found. That validation is
shown in figure 4-4. This figure also includes the results from using the SCM prior to the
modeling modifications. The range of differences at the subsystem level between the
updated model and the external quotes provides a good indication of the validity of the
modeling method. The accuracy of the cost estimates by subsystem with the closest
match for the HVAC group and the largest cost difference for the powertrain group. One
of the main reasons is that there are not enough details in the breakdown of components
for the powertrain group. For example the crankcase is considered as a simple
component, whose weight is around 34kg and whose processes are sand casting and
machining. More details about the components and the manufacturing processes of the
powertrain would have added more accuracy in the estimation of the manufacturing cost.
For example it is not taken into account the installation of the four crankcase pins which
holds the crankcase together. Another step not taken into account is the installation of the
bolts that will hold the two halves of the crankcase. All these simplifications lead to a
rough estimation of the powertrain. Although there are some outliers where the cost
difference is large, the total manufacturing cost of the car falls within a 10% difference,
which is better than the SCM prior to the modifications (18% difference). This
improvement is due to the detailed relationships which were added to the SCM in order
to capture much more precision in the manufacturing cost.
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Figure 4-4: Cost differences between OEM quotes4, SCM and updated SCM estimations
The errors in estimation include both values where the OEM quote is above and below
the value estimated through the updated SCM. The powertrain and chassis groups are
both underestimated by 30% for the first one and by 11% for the second; while the
interior group is overestimated by 38%. It can be tempting to correlate the errors with the
manufacturing processes required to manufacture the groups of components. Table 4-1
shows the major manufacturing processes for the different subsystems of the car. The
powertrain and chassis group are both groups where around 50% of the components are
stamped, and only 20% are molded plastics, while the components of the interior group
are in majority molded plastics (injection molding, RIM/ Foam molding and compression
molding are required for 52% of the components). Since the cost estimations of the
updated model for the powertrain and chassis groups are closer to the OEM quotes than
they were with the previous SCM, this could mean that the relationships for the stamping
process have improved the results by adding more accuracy. On the other hand the
relationships for the injection molding process may slightly overestimate the real
4 Quote is for similar car, but not exactly the same one.
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investments of the manufacturers, because in the updated model, the cost estimation is
above the OEM quotes.
Major manufacturing Nu ber of pa ts Percentage of
Groups manufactured components perprocesses per process process
Stamping 243 56%
Injection Molding 72 17%
Forging 50 12%
Die casting 23 5%
Stamping 184 47%
Injection molding 92 23%Chassis
Forging 46 12%
Roll forming 18 5%
Stamping 80 46%
HVAC Injection molding 58 34%
Electrics 16 9%
Injection molding 170 39%
Interior Stamping 157 36%
RIM/Foam molding 28 7%
Compression molding 23 5%
Stamping 80 62%
Body Injection molding 31 24%
Forging 6 5%
Stamping 20 18%
Exterior Injection Molding 67 61%
Extrusion (plastic) 8 7%
Table 4-1: Distribution of the processes over the subsystems of a car
It is important to keep in mind that the actual price that an OEM pays for a particular
component, or sub-assembly depends on a larger number of aspects, that ranges from the
particular location of the plant and the supplier of the component, the exact volume of
production and whether there are wider purchasing agreements. Since the OEM quotes
come from a similar car, but not exactly the same, there will remain always a difference
between our estimation and these quotes.
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4.1.3 Comparison between standard and customized products
The main goal of the thesis is to understand the customization decisions of the OEMs,
and more precisely to understand what drives the cost difference between a standard and
a customized product. The main assumptions made for the production of the customized
product have been described in the chapter 3. Briefly, it has been assumed that the size,
materials and the process of the standard and customized versions are identical. The
major changes in production between the two variants were the tool modification and the
additional set-up time. The initial analysis of the standard product described in the
previous paragraph has shown that the cost structure is mainly dependent upon the
tooling costs. This is an important aspect for the customization decisions, because the
cost of customization could be heavily affected when there is a major tool change. Figure
4-5 shows a comparison between the manufacturing cost of the baseline and the
customized product for the eight major groups of the car. The total manufacturing cost
for the baseline product is estimated at $9,831; whereas the estimation for the customized
product is $11,242. This is an increase of 14% of the total cost over the baseline version.
Consequently the premium that the customer is willing to pay for "customization" should
be at least equal to $1,411 in order for the manufacturer to cover his expenses.
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Figure 4-5: Cost breakdown for the standard and customized products
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It is important to remember that the total cost of $11,242 for the customized product
represents the maximum cost of the customized version, because it counts for all the
possible customized components. However the manufacturer may want to offer variety
for the seat group but not for the suspension group, which will mean that the cost increase
for the customized product will only include a portion of the $1411 cost increase.
Consequently it is more interesting for customization decisions to look at the absolute
difference of the different customizable groups. The absolute difference for all the
customizable groups is shown in the appendix C. Table 4-2 provides a sample of some of
the results for individual customized groups.
Groups of Baseline Customized Absolute Percentage
customization Product product difference Difference
Side trim $131 $134 $3 3%
Storage Tray Trunk $16 $26 $10 64%
Steering column $55 $92 $37 68%
Trim instrument panel $181 $250 $69 38%
Seat rack front $203 $351 $148 73%
Table 4-2: Example of baseline vs. customized costs for different customizable groups
The absolute difference is the main criteria for the customization decision. We can see
from table 4-2 that this difference can vary from $3 to more than $100. To be able to
give guidelines for what to customize, the ideal would be to compare the absolute
difference to the premium that customers are willing to pay for the variety. The example
of the side trim shows that the absolute difference is very small ($3.65), so the
automakers will likely be willing to do this customization since it does not cost very
much; in addition the absolute difference is insignificant in comparison to the baseline
product (3% of difference). Concerning the storage tray trunk, the absolute difference is
also small ($10.31), and even if it represents a large amount of the cost of the baseline
product (64%), the automakers will choose to customize provided that they can recover
this small cost through increased price or market acceptance. For certain components
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such as the trim instrument panel, the OEM may offer a customized version, because this
is an area that is very visible to the customer and may be worth the extra cost of $69.45.
On the other hand, the steering column and the seat rack front are components that are
not likely to be customized since the additional cost of customization is high,
representing around 70% of the baseline cost and the consumer is not likely to pay such a
high premium.
4.1.4 Sources of customization cost premiums
Several factors may explain the large differences in customization cost premium for
different groups. Groups have different number of components, made with different
production processes and each sub-component may require different levels of redesign
for the customized product. The following section explores the impact of each of these
factors on the customization cost premium. First, the number of components within the
customizable group may be an explanation for a larger cost difference. Table 4-3 gives
some examples of some customizable groups, their cost of customization and their
number of components.
Manufacturing Manufacturing Number
Groups considered as cost of the cost of the Absolute of parts
customizable baseline product customized difference within theproduct group
Damping hood $4 $7 $3 2
Storage Tray Trunk $16 $26 $10 5
Steering column $55 $92 $37 16
Trim instrument panel $181 $250 $69 30
Seat rack front $203 $351 $148 52
Table 4-3: Example of customizable groups, their customization costs and their number of parts
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Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.81728
RSquare 0.667947
Adjusted R Square 0.661682
Standard Error 26.72588
Observations 55
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 76150.85 76150.85 106.6131 2.7135E-14
Residual 53 37856.45 714.2726
Total 54 114007.3
Coefficien Standard Upper Lower Upper
ts Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 95% 95.0% 95.0%
Intercept -8.693304 4.854576 -1.790744 0.079046 -18.43034979 1.043741 -18.43035 1.043741
X Variable 2.965006 0.287157 10.32536 2.71E-14 2.38904081 3.540971 2.389041 3.540971
Figure 4-6 Variation of the customization cost with the number of components within the group
A statistical relationships between the customization cost premium and the number of
components has been done for all the 65 customizable groups. The graph and the
regression results are shown in figure 4-6. The more components within the group, the
more changes or adjustments in the production need to be done and therefore more
additional set-up time is needed. This would add more cost for customizing this group.
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The regression statistics give the overall goodness-of-fit measures: the R-squared is high
(0.667947), the correlation between y and x is significant (0.81728), the "significance F"
number and the p-value f the variable are inferior to 0.05, which means that the number
of components is a significant predictor of the customization cost (An explanation of all
the regression results is explained in details in Appendix D). For example the storage
tray trunk, which contains only 5 components, requires an additional cost of $10 for
customization, whereas the seat rack front, which is composed of about 50 components,
reaches a cost of customization in the order of $150, which means fifteen times the
customization cost of the storage compartment door.
Second, the processes used to manufacture the components of the customizable group are
important for determining the cost of customization. Generally, the components which
require at least two or three manufacturing processes have a larger cost of customization.
Indeed two parallel manufacturing processes may increase the customization cost,
because again there might be additional set-up time for every process considered, and
additional cost for the tooling changes. Table 4-4 gives examples of customizable groups
associated with the number of processes required for manufacturing the components
within the group. The manufacturing of the damping hood requires only one process for
each component and thus its cost of customization is minimized. However the seat rack
front contains 52 components out of which 5 require three processes to be manufactured.
These components are expensive to customize since additional tooling investments are
needed for all three processes. Consequently, the customization cost may be higher for
this group. Figure 4-7 shows the trend across all most customizable groups. The curve
does not fit as well as the curve in figure 4-6, which means that this criterion has less
influence, and it may be considered as a secondary criterion. Indeed the statistical
relationship is less significant and the explanatory variables explain the variation in cost
less well (lower R-square).
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Groups Manufacturing Manufacturing Number of Number of Number of
considered cost of the cost of the Absolute parts parts parts
baseline customized which which whichas difference
customizable product product requires 1 requires 2 requires 3($) ($) process processes processes
Damping $4 $7 $3 2 0 0
hood
Storage $16 $26 $10 4 0 1
Tray Trunk
Steering $55 $92 $37 8 4 4
column
Trim $181 $250 $69 28 0 2
instrument
panel
Seat rack $203 $351 $148 47 0 5
front
Table 4-4: Example of customizable groups, their customization cost and their number of processes
required
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Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.31383925
R Square 0.1926
Adjusted R Square 0.07800633
Standard Error 1.00756859
Observations 46
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 4.88032 4.88032 4.807276 0.033672605
Residual 44 44.66856 1.015194
Total 45 49.54888
Standard Upper Lower Upper
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 95% 95.0% 95.0%
Intercept 1.37156783 0.206886 6.629582 4E-08 0.954616438 1.788519 0.954616 1.788519
X Variable 1 7.4805 0.007883 2.19255 0.033673 0.001396801 0.033173 0.001397 0.033173
Figure 4-7: Cost of customization as a function of the average number of processes required within
the customizable groups
Another factor, which could explain the variation of customization costs of the different
customizable groups, is the complexity of the part. The higher the complexity of the part,
the more expensive the tool investment may be and the longer the cycle time may be. In
addition it is likely that the complex parts have completely dedicated tooling. As such,
the production of a customized version of these parts may require a completely new and
expensive tool, rather than just a modification of the existing tool. Table 4-5 shows some
examples of how the complexity of the components affects the cost of customization.
The low absolute cost difference for the damping hood can be explained by the fact that
all its components are simple, and therefore, presumably have relatively low tooling
investments and short cycle times.
Number of parts Number of parts Number of parts
Groups considered as Absolute w/ complexity 1 w/ complexity 2 w/ complexity 3
customizable difference (% of the cost (% of the cost (% of the cost
difference) difference) difference)
Damping hood $3 2 (100%) 0 0
Storage Tray Trunk $10 5 (100%) 0 0
Steering column $37 11 (80%) 2 (15%) 2 (4%)
Trim instrument panel $69 25 (85%) 1 (2%) 3 (13%)
Seat rack front $148 46 (36%) 1 (1%) 5 (63%)
Table 4-5: The customizable groups, their customization costs and their number of complex parts
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The seat rack front group has five complex components. Since the cost increase comes
primarily from the five complex parts, we can conclude that the driving force around the
cost customization for the seat rack front is the complexity and not the number of parts.
This could explain why the seat rack front is so expensive to customize. However, this is
not the case for the trim instrument panel and the steering column, where most of their
parts are not complex. The cost of customization is much more driven by the number of
parts. Figure 4-8 shows the trend of the variation between the customization cost and the
complexity for all the customized parts of the car. We can see that the complex parts
imply a higher cost customization. The customization cost for these parts can reach $30;
while parts with a lower complexity level have a maximum customization cost around
$15. The regression statistics give the following measures: while the R-squared is a little
low (0.2581), the correlation between y and x is significant (0.507989), the "significance
F" number and the p-value f the variable are inferior to 0.05, which means that the
complexity is a significant predictor of the customization cost.
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Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.512879
R Square 0.263045
Adjusted R Square 0.261819
Standard Error 3.257589
Observations 603
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 2276.439 2276.439 214.5178 9.25409E-42
Residual 601 6377.742 10.61188
Total 602 8654.181
Coefficien Standard Upper Lower Upper
ts Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 95% 95.0% 95.0%
Intercept -1.788471 0.328645 -5.441958 7.68E-08 -2.433902473 -1.143039 -2.433902 -1.143039
X Variable 1 3.719259 0.253936 14.64643 9.25E-42 3.220548428 4.217969 3.220548 4.217969
Figure 4-8: Variation of the customization cost with the complexity of the part
The last major factor, which may cause a large variation of customization cost for
different groups, is the degree of tool change. If a complete new tool is required for the
customized product, the tool investment increases by up to 90% of the initial tool
investment made for the standard product. There are some savings in the design cost but
other than the entire tooling investment needs to be made twice, once for each of the part.
For components where a tool modification is sufficient the incremental investment may
only be around 30%. Additional tools aren't necessary only modifications to the original
tool are needed and thus there is the potential for substantial cost savings. So it is
reasonable that a group (e.g. the seat rack front), in which most of components require a
new tool for their customized version, will have a higher customization cost than a group
(e.g. damping hood) whose components require no tool change (see Table 4-6).
Groups considered as Absolute Number of parts Number of parts Number of parts
customizable difference no tool w/ adjusted tool w/ new tool
change
Damping hood $3 1 1 0
Storage Tray Trunk $10 4 0 1
Steering column $37 8 1 7
Trim instrument panel $69 12 0 18
Seat rack front $148 32 0 29
Table 4-6: Example of customizable groups, their customization cost and the tool modification of the
parts
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Figure 4-9 shows the trend of the variation between the customization cost and the tool
change. The main assumption in the model is that number 0 has been attributed to the
non-customized components, number 1 to the customized components with no tool
change, number 2 to the customized parts with a small tool change, and number 3 to the
customized parts with a radical tool change. We can see on this figure that the
customization cost tends to be higher when a radical tool change is needed for the
customized product; while customization costs are on average less expensive for small
tool change.
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Figure 4-9: variation of the customization versus the tool change
To conclude, the main criteria, which influence the cost of customization, are:
- The number of parts: groups with more parts have higher customization costs.
- The degree of tool change: groups with components that need substantial changes
for the customized version and therefore a completely new tool have higher
customization costs.
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- The tooling investment of the manufacturing process: groups with components
made by processing methods that require large investments in tools will have
higher customization costs.
The other criteria have less impact on the cost of customization
- The complexity of the parts: groups with more complex parts have higher
customization costs.
- The number of process steps: groups with parts that require more steps have
higher customization costs.
4.1.5 Sensitivity analysis
Two important strategic variables for a development project are the production volume
and product life. It could be interesting to understand how changes in the set of
assumptions, especially changes in production volume and product life, may alter the
costs discussed above. As it has been previously mentioned, production volume affects
how fixed costs are spread over each unit of production. Thus the higher the production
volume, the less expensive the unit manufacturing cost of the car. Figure 4-10 shows the
impact of production volume on both the standard and the customized product. As it has
been mentioned in the chapter 3, the sensitivity analysis has been done, given the
assumption that the four simple metrics (weight, material, complexity and process) are
the same for both the base vehicle and its variant, but the total production volume in both
cases is equal. However, for all the scenarios involving a customized variant, the overall
production volume is divided into 60% of the total production volume for one variant and
40% for the other. Table 4-7 summarizes the distribution of the production volume for
the two variants; the total production volume varies from 20,000 to 200,000 vehicles per
year.
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Production Volume (vehicles per year)
Baseline product 20,000 50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000
Product A 12,000 30,000 60,000 90,000 120,000
Product B 8,000 20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000
Table 4-7: Production volume for the two variants of the car.
Figure 4-10: Sensitivity analysis with the production volume for the total car system
A reduction of the production volume can have a substantial impact on the cost of the
customized product. Indeed the cost difference with a high production volume such as
250,000 parts per year is estimated around $600, whereas at lower production volumes
such as 100,000 parts per year, the cost difference can be as high as $5,000. Often at low
volumes the additional tools that are needed for customized products are poorly utilized,
while at high volumes additional tools might be needed anyway, so the cost penalty for
an additional customized tool is low in those cases. However this cost difference means
that all 65 groups are customized, which of course is unlikely. Figure 4-11 shows the
same sensitivity analysis but for one customizable group, the trim instrument panel. As
expected, as production volume decreases the additional customization cost increases.
At production volumes as high as 250,000 vehicles per year, the cost difference between
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the standard and the customized trim instrument panel is around $25, whereas in the very
low production volume range (around 10,000 vehicles per year) the cost difference can be
as high as $300, which corresponds to two thirds of the price of the baseline product.
Therefore, it is quite expensive for the automakers to customize the trim instrument panel
at very low production volumes.
Figure 4-11: Sensitivity analysis with the production volume for the trim instrument panel group
Product life is the number of years a product is expected to be produced; it is also the
number of years over which tooling costs are amortized. Shorter product lifetimes result
in higher yearly costs for tooling. If the automaker could offer a more customized
product with lots of variants, it may be able to extend the product life. Figure 4-12 shows
the impact of variations of the product life on the total manufacturing cost of a car. The
variations between the cost of the standard and customized products vary from $1,200
(when the product life equals 3 years) to $1,411 (when the product life equals 5 years).
Product life has a small effect on the customization cost because many parts can be
spread on the tooling investments across. Figure 4-12 shows changes in the product life
only from three to eight. The impact would have been more important if the variation in
the production life were larger, which is not likely to happen.
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Figure 4-12: Sensitivity analysis with the product life for the complex car system
Figure 4-13 shows variations of the customization with the production volume for several
customizable groups. As expected, whatever the customizable groups, as production
volume increases, the cost difference decreases. At production volume less than 80,000
vehicles per year, the cost of customization is very high, because the large fixed
investment in machine and tools can not be spread enough on the total production
volume. From this graph, we can see also different sensitivities to the production
volume. For a given product life (5 years), the cost differences of the brake fall in a
range between $501 (at a production volume of 100,000 vehicles per year) and $289 at
high production volume (260,000 vehicles per year). This corresponds to a difference of
$212. The cost differences for the trim instrument panel are generally not as and range
from $443 at low volume and to $204 at high volume. This corresponds to a higher
difference ($239). Consequently the trim instrument panel is more sensitive to the
production volume than the brake.
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Figure 4-13: Variations of the customization cost with the production volume for several
customizable groups
All these results show that production volume and product life are two variables, which
can impact the customization cost of the different customizable groups.
4.2 Implications for the problem of customization
4.2.1 General discussion from the case
To help the manager make better customization decisions, it is important to determine the
different elements which influence the cost of customization. As we mentioned in the
paragraph 4.1.2, one of these elements is the characteristics of the manufacturing process
required and its major cost drivers, in particular the balance between investments in non-
dedicated equipment and dedicated tooling as well as the relationship between cycle time
and set up time. Since the only changes in the production of the customized product
considered in this work concern the tool modifications and the addition of some set up
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time, it is important to assess how theses effects play out together in order to draw some
conclusions about customization.
According to figure 4-3, the main cost drivers of the vehicle manufacturing are the
tooling costs (32%), the material costs (16%), the OEM assembly activities (16%) and
the equipment costs (10%). The other cost drivers are less significant and represent less
than 10% of the total car manufacturing. Since the size and the complexity of the
customized product are the same as in the baseline version, there is no additional material
cost for customization. For the same reason the equipment investment and the number of
workers are unchanged when standard and customized products are compared.
Consequently the major modification is the tooling costs. When the share of tooling cost
of one manufacturing process is important, the large influence of the tooling costs creates
a large gap between the manufacturing cost of the standard and the customized product.
On the other hand, if the share of tooling cost is less expansive, the effect of the tool
modification may be less important, except if another factor predominates. Figure 4-14
shows the trend of the customization cost with the percentage of the unit tooling cost over
the total manufacturing unit cost of the baseline product for several manufacturing
processes. For every customized part, we only consider the primary manufacturing
process of the part. Then we calculate the percentage of the unit tooling cost over the
total unit cost of the part and plot it on the graph with its corresponding customization
cost. As expected, as the percentage of tooling cost increases the customization cost
increases. Given the sharp slope of the curves for most of the manufacturing processes
on the graph, we can conclude that a small variation in the tooling cost implies an
important increase in the customization cost.
The second factor which has to be taken into consideration in the discussion, is the
relative importance of the set up time compared with the production cycle time. Indeed
as mentioned above, introducing a customized version in the production increases the
number of set ups, thus increasing the total production time. If the set up time is
negligible compared to the total cycle time, the addition of one or more additional set up
does not really affect the cycle time, consequently the line utilization of the standard and
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customized products may be very similar. On the other hand, if the setup time is large
percentage of the total production time, then additional setups required for the
customized product will significantly affect the amount of equipment time charged to the
part. Furthermore, other costs that scale with the equipment utilization, such as the labor
or energy costs, will also increase, resulting in an even great cost increase for the
customized product. Figure 4-15 shows the trend of the customization with the
percentage of the annual time for setups for a given production volume of 100,000
vehicles per year over the annual time attributed to total cycle time for several
manufacturing processes. For every customized part, we only consider the primary
manufacturing process of the part. Then we calculate the percentage of the annual time
for setups over the total production time of the part and plot it on the graph with its
corresponding customization cost. As expected, as the percentage increases the
customization cost increases. The slope of the curves for all the manufacturing processes
on the graph are sharp, which means that the setup time is an important factor of the
customization cost.
Figure 4-14: Variations of the customization cost with the percentage of tooling unit cost over the
total unit cost
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At least it is relevant to notify the order in which the manufacturing processes appear on
the graph. The stamping process has a high percentage of setup time, which corresponds
to a small cycle time in comparison to the setup time. On the other hand, the injection
molding has a small percentage of setup time, which means that the setup time is
considered small in comparison to the total production time.
Figure 4-15: Variations of the customization cost with the percentage of set up time over the total
cycle time
To conclude, some process characteristics such as tooling investment and set up time are
important to be considered when customization decisions have to be made.
4.2.2 Recommendations
The previous chapters offered a method to estimate the cost of customization. After
analysis of the customization process we considered only some changes in the production
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characteristics in our case study: a variation in the tool investment and in the cycle time.
From the analyses of the previous section we can also already draw some guidelines
concerning the best way to minimize the customization cost. The guidelines can be
categorized into three types: the production volume, the group and part characteristics,
the process characteristics.
* High Production Volume
From the sensitivity analysis it is clear that the customization should be done at a large
scale of the production volume (200,000 vehicles per year); otherwise it is too expensive
to offer variety, because the customization cost increases exponentially with the
production volume. Since the production volume reflects the market conditions; it is not
always easy to choose it. However it may be interesting to produce one high volume
vehicle that has multiple customized variants versus multiple low volume vehicles.
Indeed at a production volume of 200,000 vehicles per year the cost of a vehicle with two
variants is $11,242; while the cost of two standard vehicles at a production volume of
100,000 vehicles per year each is $9,674 x 2 = $19,348. Consequently customization
cost for a variety of parts or groups kept to a minimum when done for high volume cars
and this may be a more cost effective approach to offering variety than producing
multiple low volume vehicles.
* Group and parts characteristics: small group of simple parts
It is recommended to customize when the customizable group consists of a few simple
parts, which require at maximum one or two manufacturing processes to minimize the
customization cost. These two criteria are independent of each other; however the
number of parts within a customizable group seems to have more impact on the
customization cost than the number of manufacturing processes required for every part of
this group.
* Process characteristics : low tooling investment and small set up time
Customizing a product implies several changes in the process characteristics such as the
tooling and the processing time. One of the criteria of the customization decision is the
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tooling investment of the process. If the percentage of unit tooling cost over the total
manufacturing cost is high, there will be a large impact on the customization cost.
Furthermore if the customized product requires a substantially different or even a
completely new tool, the cost of the customized product could be as much as twice the
cost of the standard product. The influence of the annual time lost to set up compared to
the total annual production time also a substantial criterion, because it modifies the line
utilization and consequently increases the manufacturing cost.
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5 Conclusions and future work
5.1 Conclusions
The goal of this work was to address the question of customization for the automotive
industry. Initial chapters proposed a general methodology to understand the cost structure
of a complex system. The later chapters offer an analysis of different manufacturing
scenarios applicable in the automotive industry. First, the manufacturing cost of a
standard product and a product with multiple variants are compared; then an analysis to
understand the variations of the customization cost under different operating conditions is
done. The customization cost of several groups of components is studied in detail to
draw some conclusions for further recommendations to the automakers.
Several conclusions have been drawn from the analysis of the case study:
- The major cost driver of the car manufacturing is the tooling cost, followed by the
assembly operations and the equipment cost.
- The customization cost for a group of components can be as low as $3, but can also
reach high cost around $150. This large difference highlights the importance of
estimating the manufacturing cost before critical financial resources are committed.
Some considerations concerning the selection of groups of components to be customized
seem generalizable in the automotive industry:
- Is the production volume large enough?
- How large is the group of components to be customized?
- How complex are the components within the group?
- How many processes are required to manufacture the components?
- What is the cost structure of the manufacturing processes?
- What is the influence of the tooling investment on the total manufacturing cost?
- What is the influence of the set-up time on the total production time?
- How easy it is to adjust or re-use the tools?
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5.2 Future work
A number of additional developments can be done in future work in order to answer the
problem of customization
* The development of the methodology
The methodology has generated some results of manufacturing costs which fall within a
range of +/-20% of values typically experienced by the automotive OEMs for these
subsystems. While this level of accuracy was considered to be sufficient for the
customization analysis, further refinements could improve the accuracy of the cost
estimation and thus allow the user to make more informed customization decisions.
Model refinements will entail gathering component and processing conditions data for
each process to enable more accurate estimates if the functional relationships.
While energy costs may often represent a low percentage of the total car manufacturing
cost; some model improvements are needed in this area. Presently, mechanical and
electrical energy costs are estimated as a percentage of the equipment investment.
Further research would be in developing a method to characterize the actual mechanical
or electrical requirements of the process. Then, by determining the losses or other
inefficiencies, it would be possible to calculate the cost of supplying the energy needs. In
addition the models lack a systematic view of energy. Further work should begin with an
appropriate energy balance and then a discussion of the energy requirements of each type
(thermal, mechanical, etc). The user should also be able to specify the energy sources
and the model would have a method to address energy conversion and other types of
losses. A similar idea could be developed for materials costs. The model lacks a
systematic material balance, which would describe accurately all the material losses.
First products with multiple materials are now handled poorly. Losses in the model are a
function of each process and were applied to all materials. But in reality each material
would often correspond to just a subset of the processes used to make a multi-material
part. And thus the inputs should have assigned materials to the appropriate process and
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then only that scrap rate applied to the material. Also, little if any consideration is given
to process materials in the current model.
The methodology needs some further development to be more accurate in the
manufacturing cost. One major development could be to take into consideration the
logistic and supply chain costs. Some factors would be particularly instructive to
incorporate in the model: the incorporation of inventory and transportation costs. First
these costs have to be considered in the total manufacturing cost of a car. In addition
they may be higher for a product with multiple variants than for a single vehicle, so it
may be relevant for customization decisions.
* The customization considerations
First it would be instructive to gather some data about the customer preferences and
utility. Thus it would be interesting to compare the obtained results for the customization
cost of different groups of component with the added value considered by the customer.
Some research [23] has begun to explore the customer perceived value of customization,
by constructing some utility functions from quantitative measures and statistical analyses
about customer's subjective preferences. This could make a large framework around
customization decisions that would balance that with issues of value of customization.
Another important development would be to consider that the components in a car are not
totally independent each other. For example the dimensions of the seat frame should be
related to the dimensions of the seat cover; or the two parts of the seat frame should have
the same length. Thus when the model estimates the customization of a group of
components, it would calculate the cost of only the components, which are connected
together. Basically what is needed is a way to rigorously discuss the interdependence of
the part design. An idea would be to develop a method which would allow the user the
make changes to any part or groups of parts and the model would automatically
determine all the changes that would be needed throughout the vehicle.
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6 Appendices
Appendix A: The three point estimation - Determination of the
parameters A, b, c
The system cost model establishes a direct relationship between the inputs and the cost
drivers. When this relationship has the following functional form:
Cost = A . (Weight)b . (Complexity)c (Equation 1)
the relevant parameters A, b, c have to be estimated. The approach is to have an initial
estimate of the three coefficients in the proposed relationship based on a three-point
estimation [10].
While any three points can be used, the particular evaluation that was selected follows the
procedure described below, given the example of the determination of the parameters for
the equipment cost:
1. Identification of extreme points. The choices for two of the points were the extremes.
For a range of components for which equipment cost is to be estimated, the extreme
points are such that the component with minimum weight (Min_Weight) and complexity
equal to one is associated with the minimum equipment cost (Min_Cost), and the
component with maximum weight (Maxc_Weight) and complexity level equal to three
corresponds to the highest equipment cost (Max_Cost). This uses the weight and
complexity information for the set of parts manufactured with the relevant technology.
Equipment costs for the extreme parts are gathered either from published sources or
directly from equipment suppliers. For example an observation of several stamped parts
reveals that weights range from a few grams to 15 kg. Eliminating the parts below 10g
whose cost is mostly material driven, stamped parts will have a weight from 0.1 kg
(Min_Weight) to 15 kg (Max_Weight) and complexities from 1 to 3. Literature on
stamping establishes that a line of tandem presses required to handle components
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weighting 0.1 kg and with minimal complexity costs approximately $200,000
(Min_Cost). The cost of a press line to stamp a 15 kg part of high complexity was
estimated to be $6,000,000 (Max_Cost). These values establish the extreme points.
2. Mid point estimation. An additional point is required to complete the estimation. The
strategy was to choose a point that would define the relative importance of complexity
and weight in establishing equipment cost. The mid point chosen corresponds to a simple
part (complexity equal to one) with maximum weight defines the share of the maximum
equipment cost that is defined by the weight as opposed to complexity. If the equipment
cost for this part is close to the maximum cost, then most of the cost is defined by weight;
if it is closer to the minimum cost, then complexity is the determining factor. To have
this tradeoff explicit, equipment cost for this point is presented as a share of the
difference between the values gathered for the extreme points defined before, instead of
an absolute value. This share value is labeled as a weight Factor. For example for the
stamping process, it was assumed 80% of the cost difference is determined by weight
(this is equivalent to having Factor = 80%), while only 20% is determined by part
complexity. In other words a part weighting 15 kg with a complexity level of 1 requires a
press line that costs approximately $4.84 Million (80% of the way from $200,000 to
$6M).
Given this methodology, the three points are the used to determine the coefficient A, b, c.
This is done by writing an equation for each of the points and then solving for the
unknown coefficients. That solution is given by the equations below:
Max_ Cost = A . (Max_ Weight)b . (3)C
Min _ Cost = A (Min _ Weight)b (1)c
Min _ Cost + (Max _ Cost - Min _ Cost) Factor = A (Max _ Weight)b . (1)c
Where Factor is the share of the cost difference explained by the complexity level.
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Solving these equations results in:
Min _ Cost
(Min _ Weight)'
( Max _ Weightg Min _ Weight
log(1 Max _ Cost
Min _ Cost
-) Factorj
Max _ Cost(log 3 g A (MaxWeight))
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Appendix B: List of the components and their level of customization
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Appendix C: Results of the manufacturing costs for the customizable
groups
* Influence of the number of parts within the groups
Manufacturing Mnfcui Asltnumber of TotalManufacturingg Absolute Number
cost of the P sfhA diff l Percentage parts weight of
Air distribution switchboard 10 106 1ts 1 16 6 6,87ofGroupims 42considered as customizable 1 3% f th3 0 11,01t
Damping tailgate 2 4 2 130% 2in 0 36t
Damping / insulating engine
compartment 3 6 3 94% 2product 1 21
Grab and pull handle tailgate 3 6 3 121% 3 2 41
Damping hood 4 7 3 90% -1 1 83
Damping roof t door 162% 581 32
Side trim 131 135 4 3°% 19 9 7,32Fender liners 15 19 4 21% 5 3 1,01
Trim side panel front 3 7 4 156% 3 2 29
Damping side panel front 13 5 66% 6 1 1,27
Spoiler 5 10 5 95% 2 0 1,14
Trim tailgate 35 40 5 15% 6 3 3,48
Glasses compartment 3 152% 0 121
Grab handle roof 5 12 7 139% 3 1 16
Arm rest rear door 5 12 7 159% 5 0 30
Console 16 od 88% 3 1 811
Bumper rear 83 91 8 10% 12 8 10,21
Accelerator 5 1 1 55% 3 1 36
Roof liner 24 32 8 34 6 4 3 ,80
Storage tray trunk 1 26 10 64% 5 4 1,18
Visor 12 24 12 97% 5 3 76
overflb handle roo 1 2 1 78% 8 4 1,34
Air distribution floor area 12 74% 4 1,91
Brake pedal 1 2 12 126% 5 3 1,0
Damping side panel rear 15 29 14 93% 1 6 4 4,14
Storagecompartmentdoor 13 28 15 55 11 6 50
Roof rail 20 36 16 78% 34 2,57
Damping bulkhead 36 52 16 44% 17 4 7,36
Windowframe 8 100 2 17 1% 7 4 11,83
Spring cores and foam cushions front
seat 32 49 1 7 54% 4 0 3,07ExCoverior rear view mirrfloor 11 29 18 158% 8 5 1,341
Fuel tank 44 65 21 46% 4 0 9,7791
Radiatorgrill 20rear 2 121 11 4 2,201
Trunk floor cover 1 76 25 49% 8 3 6,12
Coverfrontseat 1 44 25 134% 4 1 91
Damping floor 77 103 26 33% 18 4 35,351
Hitch assembly 59 90 31 53% 10 2 24,40
Glove compartment 46 80 33 72% 10 2 3,581
Clutch pedal 28 64 36 127% 19 9 951
Steering column 55 93 38 68% 16 2 9,97
Stick shifter 53 98 4 84% 21 7 4,682
Spring cores and foam cushions rear
seat 85 133 4 57% 12 0 7,65
Cover rear seat 52 12 2 16 1% 3 2,44:
Trim instrument panel 181 250 69 38% 30 6 22,41
Front suspension 36 449 84 23% 38 1 55,4891
Rear suspension 273 37 101 37% 31 0 59,45
Seat rack front 203 351 148 73% 52 20 32,974
Seat rack rear 312 351 1 7 % 52 20 32,6 7S e t r a ck ar 3 1 2 602 29 93% 61 50,2 0
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* Influence of the complexity of parts within the groups
anufacturing Manufacturing Number of Number of Number of
cost of the parts - parts - parts -Groups considered as customizable cost of the cost of the A+ difference
baseline product () complexity complexity complexityproduct_ $ Bproduct ($) ($)1 2 3
Damping rear door 0 0 (0) 1 0
Damping front door 0 0 (0) 1 0
Air distribution switchboard 105 106 1 0 0
Rims 42 43 1 2 1
Damping tailgate 2 4 2 2 0 
Damping / insulating engine
compartment 3 6 3 2 0
Grab and pull handle tailgate 3 6 3 3 0 0
Damping hood 4 7 3 2 0
Damping roof 2 6 4 5 0
Side trim 131 135 4 17 0
Fender liners 15 19 4 3 2 
Trim side panel front 3 7 4 3 0
Damping side panel front 8 13 5 6 0 
Spoiler 5 10 5 2 0
Trim tailgate 35 40 5 5 1
Glasses compartment 3 9 5 1 0 
Grab handle roof 5 12 7 3 0
Arm rest rear door 5 12 7 5 0
Console 8 16 7 3 0
Bumper rear 83 91 8 9 2 1
Accelerator 5 13 8 3 0
Roof liner 24 32 8 6 0
Storage tray trunk 16 26 10 5 0 ¢
Visor 12 24 12 5 0 C
Cover floor 15 27 12 6 2 C
Air distribution floor area 16 28 12 8 1 
Brake pedal 10 22 12 5 0
Damping side panel rear 15 29 14 16 0 
Storage compartment door 13 28 15 9 0 C
Roof rail 20 3 16 1 C
Damping bulkhead 36 52 1 17 0 C
Window frame 83 100 17 6 0 1
Spring cores and foam cushions front
seat 32 49 17 3 17  1 C
Exterior rear view mirror 11 29 18 7 1
Fuel tank 44 65 21 3 1
Radiator grill 20 45 25 0 9
Trunk floor cover 51 76 25 8 0
Cover front seat 19 44 25 4 0
Damping floor 77 103 2 18 0
Hitch assembly 59 90 31 9 1
Glove compartment 46 80 33 9 1
Clutch pedal 28 64 361 1
Steering column 55 93 38 11 2
Stick shifter 53 98 45 0 0
Spring cores and foam cushions rear
seat 85 133 48 10 2 
Cover rear seat 52 121 69 11 0
Trim instrument panel 181 250 69 25 1 3
Front suspension 365 449 84 27 3
Rear suspension 273 374 101 21 3
Seat rack front 203 351 148 46 1
Seat rack rear 312 602 290 52 1
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* Influence of the tool modification of the parts within the group
Manufacturing Absolute
cost of the Number of parts Number of parts - Number of partsGroups considered as customizable baseline cost of the A+ differencebaselineproduct B product ($) | no tool change small tool change new tool
u product ( $
Damping rear door 0 (0) 1 
Damping front door 0 0 (0) 0 1 0
Air distribution switchboard 105 106 1 0 0 G
Rims 42 43 1 0 0
Damping tailgate 2 4 2 0 0 0
Damping / insulating engine
compartment 3 6 3 0 0
Grab and pull handle tailgate 3 6 3 _2 01
Damping hood 4 7 3 0 0 0
Damping roof 2 6 4 0 0
Side trim 131 135 4 0 0
Fender liners 15 19 4 0 0
Trim side panel front 3 7 4 0 0
Damping side panel front 8 13 5 0 0
Spoiler 5 10 5 0 0
Trim tailgate 35 40 5 0
Glasses compartment 3 9 5 0 0
Grab handle roof 5 12 7 0 0
Arm rest rear door 5 12 7 0 0
Console 8 16 7 0 0 0
Bumper rear 83 91 8 0 0
Accelerator 5 13 8 0 0
Roof liner 24 32 8 0 0
Storage tray trunk 16 26 10 0 0 
Visor 12 24 12 0 0 0
Cover floor 15 27 12 0 0
Air distribution floor area 16 28 12 0 0 
Brake pedal 1 2 0 0 
Damping side panel rear 15 29 14 0 0
Storae compartment door 13 28 1
Roof rail 20 36 16 0 0
Damping bulkhead 36 52 16 0 0
Window frame 83 100 17 0 0 a
Spring cores and foam cushions
nt seat 32 49 17 0 0 .
Exterior rear view mirror _1 29 18 0 0 
Fuel tank 44 65 21 0 0 0
Radiator grill 20 4 25 0 0 0
Trunk floor cover 51 76 25 0 0 0
Cover front seat 19 44 25 0 0 0
Damping floor 77 103 26 0 0
Hitch assembly 59 90 31 0 
Glove compartment 46 80 33 0 0 0
Clutch pedal 28 64 36 0 0 
Steering column 55 93 38 0 0 
Stick shifter 53 98 45 0 0
Spring cores and foam cushions rear
seat 85 133 48 0 0 a
Cover rear seat 52 121 69 0 0 a
Trim instrument panel 181 250 69 0 0
Front suspension 365 449 84 25 2 11
Rear suspension 273 374 101 t 0
Seat rack front 203 351 148 27 0 2
Seat rack rear 312 602 291 3 0 
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Appendix D: Interpreting Excel Regression Output
The population regression model is
Y= bl +b 2*X+ u
where the error term u has mean 0 and variance sigma-squared.
We wish to estimate the regression line
Y= bl + b2*X
There is quite a lot of regression output produced by Excel regression analysis:
Regression statistics table, ANOVA table, Regression coefficients table. Here is an
example of output:
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.81728
R Sauare 0.667947
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations
0.661682
26.72588
55
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 76150.85 76150.85 106.6131 2.7135E-14
Residual 53 37856.45 714.2726
Total 54 114007.3
Coefficien Standard Upper
ts Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 95%
Intercept -8.6933 4.854576 -1.79074 0.079046 -18.43034979 1.043741
X Variable 1 2.965006 0.287157 10.32536 2.71E-14 2.38904081 3.540971
· Regression statistics table
R-square is the amount of total variance in Y explained by the X variable. Here the X's
explain 66.7% of the total variance in Y.
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Multiple R is the square root of R-square.
Adjusted R Square is used if there is more than one x variable.
Standard error is the standard deviation of the error u.
Observations are the number of observations used in the regression.
· ANOVA table
The above ANOVA (analysis of variance) table splits the sum of squares into its
components.
Total sums of squares = Residual (or error) sum of squares + Regression (or explained)
sum of squares.
Thus E (yi - )2 = (yi - i)2 + E (i - )2
For example, R-squared = 1 - Residual SS/Total SS = 1 - 0.4/2.0 = 0.8.
The "Significance F" number is the p-value for a hypothesis test whether the collection of
independent variables predicts the dependent variable. The hypotheses test implied by
this p-value is:
HO: None of the Xs predict Y
HA: At least one X predicts Y
Since in this case p<0.05, we reject Ho and conclude at least one X is a predictor of Y
· Regression coefficients table.
The "Coefficients" in the last table are estimated of the "betas". They are used to predict
unknown values of Y using the estimated regression equation, which is:
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Y = - 8.6933 + 2.965006 X
Column "Standard error" gives the standard errors of the least squares estimated
Column " t Stat" gives the computed statistic for the implied hypotheses:
HO: the coefficient of the regressor equals 0
Ha: the coefficient of the regressor does not equal 0.
P-values for testing whether each individual X variable predicts Y. The intercept's p-
value is never evaluated; ignore it. The implied hypotheses for each independent variable
are:
HO: This X is not a significant predictor of Y
HA: This X is a significant predictor of Y
If p-values are less than 0.05. the null hypotheses for both should be rejected.
If p-values exceed 0.05, we accept the null hypothesis.
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